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1 Introduction

For more than a century, a strong consensus prevailed on the provision of telecommunications

services as the exclusive responsibility of nation states and the joint provision of international

services. The European telecommunications industry was dominated by the PTT administrations

and the national champions of the electronics industry. The central governments stipulated the

relevant market conditions, socio-economic issues and trade policy of the industry. The state
:.. ,

empowered the PTT with a statutory or de facto monopoly ánd supported the domestic

equipment industry through RBcD funding, public procurement contracts and export subsidies.

The influence of other stakeholders (such as computing firms, large business users and

consumers) on policy formulation was restricted. Telecommunications policy as such was not

covered in the EEC Treaty of 1957. Any measure, that could disturb the stable governance

regime of mutually co-existing state monopolies, based upon non-interference in each other's

market and collaborating in cross-border traffic, was opposed by the joint efforts of the EC

member states. The European Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice were yet unable to

challenge the prevailing notion of national sovereignty in the public service industries.

The inside-oriented attitude of the member states went unchallenged until the early 1980s, when

the member states embarked upon a'more market-less government' approach with the

implementation of privatisation, liberalisation and deregulation policies. At the same time the

Community institutions put forward an ambitious Internal Market programme to be established

before 1993, hereby responding to business demand for reducing trade barriers. Although still

with voice telephony and network provision remaining under the member states' exclusive

jurisdiction, a single market for terminal equipment and enhanced services has been established,
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in which clear rules of the game stipulate equal access and fair competition. Voice

telecommunications and infrastructure provision were temporarily excepted from the

liberalisation rulings, because far-reaching liberalisation would threaten the financial stability

of the PTT administrations and hamper public service and universal access. In 1993 the

Commission and the Council of Ministers have set a timetable to introduce competition to the

remainder of the European telecommunications market. The Member States have agreed to

achieve full market liberalisation from 1998 onwards (with some countries temporarily

excluded).

Today's telecommunications has become a market-driven industry, in which the European

national economies, regional trading blocs, public operators, service providers, and

multinational corporate users are more and more integrated into one global market. The

established governance regime has been effectively challenged by techno-economic and political-

institutional forces. New technologies like cellular radio, cable networks and satellites have

redefined -or even questioned- the traditional telecommunications monopoly. Multinational

business users, demanding low-cost, high-quality and one-stop shopping services for their

worldwide telecommunications, have successfully lobbied for more flexible and customised

telecommunications facilities from the national PTTs and a more integrated and harmonised

European framework. The internationalisation of American telecommunications and computing

businesses, together with the general retreat of the interventionist state across Western Europe,

has made the national public monopoly regime obsolete.

The majority of EC member states have prepared their telecommunications sector for

international competition by transferring their PTT administration to the private sector and

changing its structure from a machine bureaucracy to an international ising multi-divisional form.

The administrations have adopted an enterprise culture, characterised by a bigger customer

responsiveness, and have commenced an active search for innovative services, profitable market

segments and scale 8c scope economies. The bigger companies have embarked upon a strategy

of horizontal and vertical integration aimed at both securing their home markets and penetrating

new geographical, product or customer markets. European telecommunications operators have

diversified into manufacturing, information services, cable and broadcasting, and they have

penetrated the underdeveloped Latin American and Central European markets and established

new Euro-national companies (e.g. Alcatel, Siemens, Unisource and Eunetcom). There is also
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a trend towards becoming a global carrier to provide worldwide services to large business

customers: recently British Telecom has teamed up with MCI (iJSA) and ATBcT (USA)

established a global alliance with its Worldsource initiative, including KDD (Japan), Singapore

Telecom and Unisource (Europe). At the same time, the former PTTs were confronted with

competition from computing firms (IBM, DEC), services providers (EDS) and new network

operators (cellular radio, cable companies), that enter the telecommunications market.

In this paper I will examine the development of telecommunications policy in the European

Community between 1950-94 from an organisational and institutional perspective. The evolution

of policy and shifts in the dominant governance regime of European telecommunications will

be primarily explained in terrns of actors (or dominant coalitions) and institutional factors (like

technology, market developments, the accumulation of jurisprudence etc.). The research

question will be the following:

How and why did the prevailing governance regime of a national public monopoly evolve into

an emerging EC-regulated market regime and what are the strategic options of such an EC

framework in an integrating world telecommunications market?

2 The Traditional European Telecommunications 111ode1: An Intergovernmental

Cartel of State monopolies and National Champions

Traditionally, the provision of telecommunications services and end-user equipment has been

operated by a state-controlled monopolist, subjected to strong government interference and

parliamentary supervision. Within Europe this telecommunications monopoly was organised in

a variety of ways: functionally separated monopolies (i.e. between the operation of national and

international services: e.g. Italy), geographically subdivided defined monopolies (i.e. on a

regional basis: e.g. Denmark) and de facto monopolies (either statutorily defined like Belgium

or exclusively operated by a semi-public corporation, like Spain). In most cases, the telephone

service was operated by the PTT administration, that was organised either as a sepatate

department within the public administration or as a state-controlled public enterprise with more

distant, but nevertheless close links with government. Originally its exclusive task was to

control the telecommunications network and to operate services on break-even schemes.
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However, the PTTs were regularly used by the government for other national purposes as well,

like fiscal policy, industriallemployment objectives and regional policy. In some Western

European countries, the PTT monopoly included, besides the provision of public telephone

services, exclusive control over related functional areas such as postal and giro services

(Foremann-Peck 8z Muller 1988).

Cross-border telecommunications had traditionally been organised through two

intergovernmental bodies, the Conférence Européenne des Administrations des Postes et des

Télécommunications CEPT and the International Telecommunications Union ITU. This

CEPTIITU-framework could be qualified as a'soft regime', that was guided by respecting the

exclusive hegemony of its constituent members over domestic telecommunications systems (i.e.

the sovereignty of national governments and their public operators)(Cowhey 1990). The public

authorities collaborated in the provision of international services, hereby minimising the

possibility of competition among national operators and reducing competitive entry by private

outsiders. The state-controlled PTT organisations had established cartel-like agreements about

the principles of joint service provision and agreements on accounting rates and sharing

revenues. The multilateral ITU and CEPT bodies provided a forum, in which the various

national governments and the PTTs collaborated further in setting unanimous rules with respect

to standards, interconnectivity, tariffs, and the introduction of new services.

T'he PTTs, inspired and legitimised by economies of scale and socio-political integration,

expanded the public network to achieve the goal of universal service (Hills 1989). The public

monopoly model was built upon a system of burden sharing between customers, services and

geographical areas (i.e. long distance telephone services subsidising local services and postal

services). In addition to this public utility function, the PTT was assigned other tasks as well,

such as business-like, regulatory and supportive policy functions, that sometimes interfered with

or ran counter to the provision of its public services. Instigated by the saturation of the

telephone market and technological innovation, the PTTs gradually developed a diversification

strategy by attempting to bring new facilities, that were not directly related to fixed-line

telecommunications, under their exclusive monopoly. They took a more offensive and

commercial attitude by entering promising markets, like cable, satellites, switched data

networks, fax, videotext, electronic mail and cellular radio. These new technologies and

telematic systems were considered by the PTTs as strategic market segments, that could be very
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profitable in the near future in addition to its saturating public telephone service. Or interpreted

more tactically, such a pre-emptive strategy would also prevent competing service providers,

like (electronic) publishers, computing firms (IBM, DEC) and closed user groups (like SWIFT's

banking network and SITA's airline network) from entering the market. The other two tasks of

the PTT, the regulatory and policy functions, were a result of being part of the government

bureaucracy. The PTT was in charge of governing and supervising the telecommunications

industry through the setting of rules and technical standards, allotment of frequencies, the

approval of equipment etc. Moreover, the PTT was supporting the minister in charge of PTT

Affairs by being actively involved in draft legislation and policy implementation.

For the supply of telecommunications equipment, European PTTs relied upon the public

procurement programmes of their governments and local manufacturing by their national

champion(s) of the computerlelectronics industry (cf. Siemens, CIT-Alcatel, Philips, Ericsson,

GEC, Plessey etc.). In the USA and Canada the industry was vertically integrated within one

industrial conglomerate, in charge of both service provision and manufacturing (ATBr.TIWestern

Electric and Bell CanadalNorthern Telecom respectively). In Europe, the relationships between

the monopolistic network operator and its monopsonistic suppliers of switching, transmission

and end-user equipment, could be qualified by quasi-vertical integration and exclusive trading

(Dang N'Guyen 1986). The strong and intense business ties between the public operator and its

coun supplier(s) were protected from new entry and foreign competition by long-term RBcD

collaboration, collusive standard setting and national certification rules. On the European level,

the equipment market was highly fragmented in self-contained national markets, without any

substantial international competition among the equipment manufacturers outside their protected

home grounds.

The mutual benefits between PTT and the domestic equipment industry were politically

supported by the government, trade unions, the political left and rural and residential users. The

material and ideological interests of these PTT stakeholders lay in the formulation of national

industrial strategies (by protecting key industries against imports and foreign market entry), job

security 8c salary guarantees (i.e. civil servants statute), and universal service provision. The

established telecommunications community could be qualified as a redistributive, nationally-

oriented and protectionist regime, basically favouring national constituencies, without a real

market and export orientation. However, these mutual beneficiary relationships led to major
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economic inefficiencies, like overpriced equipment, low quality levels, idiosyncratic standards,

barriers to innovation, expensive long-distance tariffs, and no substantial international trade. To

describe the tight relationships between the public network operator (PTT), the domestic private

equipment industry, the state as final administrator, the trade unions, the political system, the

residential (or rural) users and the international cartel-like arrangements among PTT

administrations, we will coin the concept of the nationalpublic monopoly regime (cf. Noam

1987, 1992; Steinfield et a1.1994). Despite its popularity the centralized hierarchical model of

public telecommunications has become subjected to centrifugal forces, like the merging of

technologies, the blurring of market and policy boundaries, alternative transmission possibilities,

the emerging service economy etc., that have undercut its internal stability and society-wide

support.

Structural developments, like technological breakthroughs, shifting market supply and demand

patterns, European integration and international deregulation, have seriously reduced the abilities

of European states to exercise exclusive control over their domestic telecommunications sector.

The national public monopoly regime is gradually being replaced by a more 'modular'

telecommunications architecture, based on network flexibility and (managed) competition, that

will favour technological innovation, choice possibilities for users and customised service

provision. The established national public monopoly regime was seriously challenged by the

powerful alliance of the globally oriented computer and services industry and large business

users, that had been excluded to a large extent from the rent-seeking system around the PTT.

This 'services-information coalition' actively promoted the introduction of (more) competition

in the protected markets of equipment, services and infrastructure provision (Noam 1987,

1992). As a consequence of the increasing dependence of telecommunications on micro-elec-

tronics, computing and software programming, big computer firms like IBM and DEC made

inroads in the industry and became politically active in the policy process. The integration of

o~ce automation with telecommunications facilities has allowed the provision of Local and

Wide Area Networks and new dataprocessing services, that do not necessarily have to be

provided by the PTTs. Large users like Reuters, American Express, Citicorp and General

Motors have also become important players with big (inter)national stakes ín telecommuni-

cations. Their dynamic and specialised demand for high-capacity and low cost facilities, tobe

provided on an international scale, could not directly be met by the national PTTs. For these

multinationals, telecommunications has simply become too important, both in terms of costs and

strategic reasons, to be regulated on the basis of an international cartel between national
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monopolists. Therefore multinationa] companies had commenced building private international

networks, separate from the PTT infrastructure.

The services-information alliance was supported by those equipment manufacturers that were

excluded from the collaborative arrangements between PTT and its court supplier(s). Today's

equipment industry, characterised by rocketing RBcD costs, shortening product life cycles and

the concomitant search for economies of scale, required entry to foreign markets in order to

recoup the huge investments made for developing advanced switching systems. As a

consequence, national entry barriers for aggressive international competitors have started to

erode, world trade has expanded and a process of international partnering among the national

electronics champions has taken place. The temporary coalition of outsiders to the telecom-

munications community, was supported in some countries by liberal governments, that were

scheduled to cut back state intervention in the national economy. For example the neo-

conservative Reagan and Thatcher governments tended to improve national productivity,

stimulate innovation, and hence the international competitiveness of its domestic key industries,

by the implementation of major deregulation and privatisation programmes.

So the scope of PTT's monopoly came under close scrutiny both from the globally oriented

coalition of the big (business) users, new entrants in the telecommunications equipment and

computer industry, supported with neo-conservative governments, sensitive to budgetary

restraint and pro-market policies. A policy debate was initiated on to decide whether structural

reform could meet both the demands of corporate users for adequate enhanced services, and the

economy as a whole for highly advanced communications systems, while preserving the

financial viability of the public operator and public service requirements at the same time. The

large user groups, supported by the computer and information industry, argued for a greater

separation on the one hand between the operating and regulatory functions of the PTT

administration, and on the other hand a dividing up of the operational activities of PTT (e.g.

giro, mail and telecommunications services). The relative strength of the international services-

information coalition in different countries vis-a-vis the more or less powerful position of the

national public monopoly regime, manifested by the distributional coalition of PTT, ihe

government, political parties, trade unions and the domestic equipment industry, determined to

a large extent whether deregulation, liberalisation and privatisation measures were feasible and

policy change could be implemented.
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3 Structural Developments Constraining National Responses in Reforming the Old

Regime

The level of economic and political interdependence between the economies of ]apan, the USA

and Western Europe has increased sharply over the last 25 years. Sectors like automobiles,

financial services, computing and aerospace have become more and more integrated in an

emerging global economy with an ever-increasing free flow of information, goods, services,

labour and capital around the world. In the world economy three centres of economic power

can be discerned: the USA, the European Community and Japan (and South East Asia). As a

consequence of rising RBzD costs, converging consumer preferences, the search for economies

of scale and new product andlor geographical markets, companies have embarked upon an

internationalisation path by expanding their businesses to neighbouring geographical areas or

trading regions. In order to operate industrial activities and serve one's customers worldwide,

companies need to work together with international partners. The new business creed has

become: 'cooperate to compete globally' (Perlmutter 8c Heenan 1986). Every corporation that

wants to have a strong position in that global market, has to create a direct presence in each of

these key markets. As pointed out by Ohmae (1985; 1991), transnational firms should be able

to play this triadpower game of penetrating and strengthening their position on the ]apanese,

American and European markets simultaneously. A foothold in the regional market one wants

to conquer, can be created by establishing strategic alliances, joint ventures, or mergers with

enterprises from that region. By becoming an 'insider' in that regional market, protectionist

trade barriers and a hostile business environment are avoided and new economic activities within

that region successfully can be developed. This process of insiderisation allows for an

integration of world-scale activities and decentralised production in the key national markets

around the world.

This triad logic of international strategic alliances, exemplified by European firms now going

transnational and becoming insiders in Japan and the USA and Japanese and American

corporations in turn moving into Europe, makes it increasingly difficult for national

governments to control and manage their 'domestic' industry. The sovereign role of natioual

governments in a globalising strategic industry like telecommunications is questioned, because

governments can no longer directly support national champions and domestic industries out of

employment and~or industrial objectives. In the words of Ohmae (1991: 16):
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'Government o,f,~icials exercise power b~~ regulating and deregulating the marlcet, but their new

role is to assume a backseat, not the driver's position, and to make sure that their countr~~ is

benefitting full~~ from the bestperforming corporations and producers in the world, at the lowest

possible cost to their people on a long-term basis. '

Traditionally, telecommunications has been organized as a national affair in which the central

government, the telecommunications administration, and the equipment industry were sovereign

in the domestic provision of equipment and services. However, when confronted with the

current far-reaching technological, economic and international challenges, policy makers at the

national level became aware, that telecommunications could no longer be seen as a domestic

affair with policies oriented towards home markets and households. The boundaries between

monopoly and competition started to erode and the iron triangle of PTT, government and

equipment manufacturer(s) started to lose control. The issues discussed in policy debates

changed from universal service provision (securing the interest of households), economies of

scale and centralized monopolistic control to competition, efficiency, flexibility and diversity.

The new model, succeeding the traditional monopoly provision, can be characterized as a

dynamic and diversifying market, that offers new business opportunities, both for the 'old'

PTTs and their court suppliers, and entry possibilities for new operators, service providers, and

foreign suppliers. Within the new emerging framework the level of government intervention in

the industry has decreased; the task of coordinating economic activities changed from

administrative hierarchy, represented by the public operator and its monopoly, to a competitive

model, that allows market responsiveness outside the core public monopoly of the PTT. The

public operator's interference with regulation and standard setting becomes more transparent

with a privatised (or corporatised) PTT and the creation of (independent) regulatory agencies.

National policies are now forced to include even transnational aspects of contemporary

telecommunications; the (potential) behaviour of multinational companies, international institu-

tions, foreign governments, integration, transnationalisation through cross-border acquisition,

and the formation of global strategic alliances.

The nationally oriented telecommunications economy is challenged by the impact of

technological developments, the emergence of global communications markets, increasing

international deregulation and European integration. These developments press for structural
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changes in the established telecommunications community, away from the heavily protected and

politicized monopoly framework of public service and universal access to an emerging new

model in which there is more room for competition, foreign market participation and less

regulation. All these structural developments constrain the leeway for EC member states to

follow sovereign national strategies. Of course each country has its own public policy tradition,

economic structure and industrial culture shaping national policies, but it looks like that the

manoeuvrability to follow an independent trajectory is more and more contingent upon global

pressures, demands and opportunities, that go beyond the nation state.

An important blow to the established system was presented by technological developments that

have led to alternative transmission technologies (satellites, cellular communications, cable

networks) and the 'upgrading' of the core telecommunications infrastructure (high capacity

broadband and software-based 'intelligent networks') and to a plethora of value-added services.

The telecommunications function has become more integrated with other business functions (like

dataprocessing, o~ce automation, industrial production etc.) on the basis of advanced computer

systems. As a consequence, the distinction between the public infrastructure and private business

facilities became blurred, especially when companies started to link their information and

engineering systems with privately developed telecommunications networks to meet their

growing demand for made-to-measure applications and to reduce the ever-increasing totality of

communication costs. Airline companies, financial institutions and car manufacturers had started

to construct their own computer-based networks, connecting their subsidiaries, suppliers and

customers around the world, and to manage their own datacommunications services (like SITA,

SWIFT and GMIEDS). Global business users argued, that the monopolistic control of the public

services and the severe constraints on developing private networks in Europe, frustrated the

strong demand for business telecommunications. They complained about the EC prices for

services being significantly higher than those in the deregulated US market.

In the 1980s, EC member states started to restructure their domestic telecommunications

industry. Necessitated by technological developments, market differentiation, international

deregulation and European integration, national governments embarked upon a three-folded

policy: to liberalise the market, to privatise (or corporatise) the PTT administration, and to

reregulate market conditions and competitive behaviour. Liberalisation, privatisation and

deregulation have caused a government's responsibilities to shift from an intervening, to a more
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distant role of basically overseeing particular industries and the national economy through

supervisory bodies. As Majone (1989; 1994) has put it, there is a definite trend in Western

Europe away from an interventionary towards a regulatory state: governments give up the active

and leading role they were able to play through state enterprises and public monopolies. Instead,

they opt for a more detached regulatory role, stipulating only such matters as market entry, fair

competition, price setting and universal service requirements etc. within specific sectors. Rather

than concerning itself with a host of dirigiste tasks (policy making, regulations, supervision,

operational tasks, detection), the legacy of the regulatory state expects that the quality of

supervision and regulation will improve by shedding some of its power to market coordination

and independent administrative agencies with su~cient monitoring facilities and legal sanctions.

Another reason for restructuring the national telecommunications polity in Europe was the

challenge posed by the American government to deregulate its domestic equipment and services

market. The US government had started to question the characteristics of public service and

monopoly provision of the established telecommunications polity by turning it into a market-

oriented industry that would stimulate innovation, competition and international trade. The

loosening and lifting of government regulations would allow large vertically integrated

companies like ATBr.T and IBM, relying upon a large home market and technologylmarket

leadership, to become global telecommunications players. American business users in general,

operating all over the world, would benefit from such a deregulated regime, that would facilitate

cut-throat competition between ATBt.T and IBM. Given US world leadership in both computing

and telecommunications in the early 1980s, Japan and the EC had to meet this challenge. At that

time the EC consisted of comparatively small, fragmented and sheltered markets, which were

becoming a handicap to innovation, growth and international competitiveness. So the pro-market

programme of the US government and the (potential) entry of American business into the

European market posed a severe threat to European governments. In 1982183 ATBcT had

already teamed up with Philips (NL) in telecommunications equipment and with Olivetti (I) in

dataprocessing. At the same time IBM started to penetrate the telecommunications market by

linking up with the long-distance operator MCI, acquiring the manufacturer Rolm and initiating

its Satellite Business Systems SBS-project. However, in addition to being a threat, the industrial

strength of American firms acted also as an interesting business opportunity for European firms

to link up with for seeking access to technology (patents) and to the largest deregulated market

at that time.
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In short, national economies have become increasingly integrated into an emerging worldwide

economy. A new pattern of technological cooperation and market competition on a worldwide

scale has emerged between European, American and Japanese companies, and their supportive

governments. Especially in the high technology industries (i.e. micro-electronics and bio-

technology) with high RBtD expenditures and the constant need of penetrating new markets, this

process of globalisation has manifested itself through a myriad of international alliances, joint

ventures and other collaborative agreements (Van Tulder 8r. Junne 1988; Hagedoorn 8c

Schakenraad 1990; 1992). For instance the European plans for developing a European-based

world standard for HDTV are confronted with fierce competition from the Japanese consumer

electronics industry and with looming competition from the US communications industry. So

the stakes for the European consumer electronics industry (Philips, Thomson, Bosch and Nokia)

and the broadcasting sector in this 'triad power' game of standards setting are high and because

of the high RácD costs, shortening product-life cycles and the need for economies of scale, joint

efforts are needed to reach one European standard and to get that standard accepted in the global

television market.

4 The Europeanisation of Business and the Creation of the Single 1`Tarket

The history of European integration can be seen as a pendulum moving from Euro-pessimism

to Euro-optimism and vice versa. In the history of European integration we can see alternating

periods of belief in the ideals of European political and economic cooperation and periods,

characterized by a lack of self-confidence about the feasibility of common objectives,

interchangeably. The first steps to a 'Europe Sans Frontières' were already taken with the

enactment of the Treaty of Rome in 1957, that proposed an elimination of tariff trade barriers,

quotas and establishing common internal customs duties and trade policies. These measures were

finally implemented in the 1960s and the overall European customs union was completed in

1969. After a dip in the 1970s, the process of European integration gained momentum with the

introduction of the Internal Market-project in 1985 and the Single European Act two years later.

These two programmes were aimed at creating a wholly integrated Common Market by 19g3,

to promote EC policies towards advanced technologies and to smoothe EC decision making by

subjecting the abolition of trade barriers to majority voting instead of unanimous voting.
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The process of economic integration which gained momentum in the 1980s has to be seen

against the background of Europe's industrial and technological base being threatened by fierce

competition from the US and Japan. The trade deficit in high technologies with its main

competitors had risen substantially from the 1970s onwards, making Europe increasingly

dependent upon the non-European supply of hardware and software for its vital sectors of the

economy. The Commission was confronted with a widening high technology gap that existed

between Europe and its major international competitors (Woolcock 1984; Van Tulder 8c Junne

1988; Toulemon 1988). Especially in the fields of semiconductors, optical fibres, computing

and consumer electronics, Europe was clearly lagging behind the USA and Japan. The reasons

for Europe falling behind its main competitors had to do with structural shortcomings of the

European political and industrial system. Before 1986187 the European Community was still a

loosely integrated system of central governments and domestic industries, based on the

sovereignty of the nation state and the instruments of the 'national champions' for one particular

industry and large public procurement programmes (Vernon 1974; Toulemon óc Flory 1974;

Sharp 1985). Instead of acting collaboratively at the EC level and relying upon the orchestrating

role of the Commission in the formulation of industrial policy, domestic governments, business,

and trade unions still perceived the national level as the appropriate level to put one's interests

forward.

The situation before the launching of the Internal Market Program and the Single European Act

in the mid-1980s could be characterised by a weakly organized and integrated European political

and economic system. The positions of the supranational institutions was weak, when compared

to the sovereign member states and intergovernmental bodies like the Council of Ministers in

which national interests still prevailed. Organised business and labour still perceived the

organisation and promotion of industrial activity as a protected national affair with little

influence from the European outside world (Greenwood et a1.1992). With the exception of the

Euro-national Airbus company (see below) and the two long-established Anglo-Dutch

multinational companies Royal DutchlShell and Unilever, the large majority of the bigger

European firms were, at that time, still national in scope with only little business involvement

abroad. Large scale crossnational ventures in Europe, like Philips (NL), Siemens (G), and-CII

(F) merging their computing activities into the Unidata-venture, failed because of domestic

political priorities. This far-reaching initiative to create a European champion, established in

1973-74, involved common RBtD, the combined production of computers and joint market
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sharing agreements. The French government, however, torpedoed the pan-european Unidata-

project, one year later, to pursue a go-it-alone strategy aimed at developing a national

computing champion by consolidating CII with Honeywell-Bull (FIUS). One of the few

European success stories in which cooperation among businesses and nation states has worked

well in building up European excellence and autonomy in high technology was the aerospace

and aircraft industry (Hayward 1988). Airbus Industry, a corporate family of French, German,

British, Spanish and Dutch manufacturers established in 1967, has effectively challenged the

near-monopoly of the American airline industry and now competes head-to-head with large

companies like Boeing and McDonnell Douglas. The success of the Airbus consortium was

facilitated by the large subsidy schemes provided by the national governments to strengthen

European initiatives vis-a-vis the dominant American aircraft manufacturers and the clear 'buy

European' policy of the state-controlled European airline carriers.

The European business community found itself inadequately equipped to cope with the high

technology threat from the US and Japan and the low-end technology threat from the Newly

Industrializing Countries with a low cost base and high degree of flexibility, damaging Europe's

industrial interests even further. As a consequence of market fragmentation and protectionism,

Europe was losing ground to its main competitors in advanced technologies. In order to

strengthen Europe's technological base, more collaboration between European companies and

concentration of national RBcD projects in the EC was needed. The Community-wide RBcD

programmes were inspired by Japan's industrial targeting approach and an increasing awareness

of the growing importance of interfirm collaboration in knowledge-production, standardisation

and the reduction of commercial risks. Already in 1980, the EC-Commissioner for Industry Mr.

Davignon called together 12 of Europe's largest electronics companies and invited their

participation in drawing up a work programme that would fill the technology gap with Japan

and the USA and establish a strong and autonomous base in micro electronics (Mytelka 8c

Delapierre 1987; Sandholtz 1992). The twelve IT-corporations that were involved in Davignon's

project to strengthen the competitiveness of Europe's information technology industry, were:

Siemens, AEG and Nixdorf from Germany, Thomson, CGE and Bull from France, GEC, ICL

and Plessey from the United Kingdom, Olivetti and STET from Italy and Philips from the

Netherlands.
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The first large Community-wide research programme was ESPRIT, launched in 1984. ESPRIT

was scheduled to combine the Information Technology programmes of the individual member

states and to stimulate RBcD in the areas of advanced micro-electronics, software development,

advanced information processing, o~ce systems and computer integrated manufacturing. The

second relevant Community programme was RACE, launched in 1985, that was aimed at

developing the technologies required for an EC-wide integrated broadband communications

system. Another related European research programme was the Eureka initiative. Originally

suggested by the French government as an alternative to the American SDIIStarwars plans,

Eureka evolved later into a common European programme for stimulating the development and

diffusion of high technologies. The big difference between EUREKA and ESPRIT is that the

first has a more flexible structure, promoting cooperation 'a la carte' and focusing less on pre-

competitive RBcD (unlike ESPRIT), and more on marketable products and services. While the

ESPRIT and the RACE-projects were created to catch up the technology gap with Japan and the

USA, the EUREKA-initiative could be interpreted as a European response to reduce the

'management gap' by focusing clearly on the commercialisation, and diffusion of technology.

An important project within the EUREKA-programme is the prestigious EU95IHDTV-project,

which aims at stimulating the development and commercialisation of a future high-definition

television system.

The pre-competitive RBcD programmes have an in-built danger of becoming squeezed between

the regional interests of the EC-institutions and the interests of European multinationals acting

on world markets, for whom Europe is only one region. Van Tulder 8c Junne's (1988) have

raised doubts whether European collaboration in the high technology industries could become

a real substitute for intercontinental cooperation. Wassenberg (1991) has criticised the contra-

dictory character of ESPRIT, by arguing that there is an apparent discrepancy between the

'front stage' norm of the outspoken belief in the urgency of European integration, and the 'back

stage' praxis of European firms following the logic of global competition and selecting non-

European partners. Considering the EC as their home base, firms like Siemens, Philips and

Thomson followed a'bigger than Europe'-strategy by preferring to form global alliances in

stead of European partnerships. A perfect illustration of this can be found in the merger betw~een

the telecommunications division of Philips with ATácT in 1982183, at the same time when

Philips was lobbying for furthering European economic integration.
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The reasons for Europe being unable to compete with its global rivals were manifold, but all

of them had to do with the dominant national outlook in European industry: the markets within

the Community were highly fragmented, RBcD was duplicated, and the dispersed European

industry failed to achieve the sufficient economies of scale to compete internationally. The

losses of market fragmentation in Western Europe were nicely put into words by former Philips-

President Van der Klugt: "It's perfectly ludicrous that we have to make 64 different plugs for

the European market and only one for America. "(quoted in: Overkleeft 8c Groosman 1987:

147). Although superior in RBcD, the Community was slow in bringing these innovations to

predominantly domestically integrated markets. According to European business (ERT 1985;

Philips 1985), the Community's overregulated business environment hampered international

competition even further with high wages, social benefits, strict working conditions and high

tax economies. The main goal of the business community became the stimulation of European

integration, to be created by an internal market, the convergence of regulations, and a general

business environment promoting flexibility and economies of scale and in which cross-border

industrial activities (e.g. the abolition of internal trade barriers, the promotion of cross-border

mergers) would be facilitated. From 1984~85 onwards, the idea of furthering economic

integration was actively supported by the European business community, leading to the creation

of major European-based multinationais whose size and international affiliation were well

beyond the control of national authorities (Sharp 1990). Therefore multinational and export-

oriented industries proposed avoiding inconsistent regulations in the various EC and non-EC

countries and shifting regulatory decision making to less political, more technocratic institutions

like the European Commission. Furthermore, the Commission made it possible for European

business to speak with one voice for the Community in negotiating international issues (Majone

1992).

The existence of a considerable gap between the 'advanced' American and Japanese technology

and Europe's lagging capabilities, clearly initiated the need for a Community-wide approach.

In its plea for furthering European economic integration, business was supported by the

Community's supranational institutions: the Commission, Parliament and the Court of Justice.

The Commission's institutional support for the proposals launched by European business, was

inspired by its motive to increase its general influence on European policy making: the demands

of European business would support the Commission in pushing the Council of Ministers to

accept its White Paper on the Internal Market and to advance economic and monetary union
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(CEC 1985). Within the European Parliament, the idea for economic integration was also

supported, because it was hoped that the implementation of the Internal Market Programme

would help to reform the institutional structure of the European Community. The Internal

Market Programme perfectly fitted matched the ideas of the Members of the European

Parliament to reform the Community by restricting the influence of inember states (i.e. Council

of Ministers) and giving the Parliament more political influence. The European Court of Justice,

watching over the enforcement of the Treaty of Rome (1957), had by that time established a

solid legal base for a Common European Market. Originally the jurisdiction of the EEC-rules

over national legislation was only theoretical and academic, but the seventies and eighties the

Court of Justice gradually increased its influence. As a consequence of the active involvement

of the Commission, the Court of Justice, and the Parliament, a common European

telecommunications polity with appropriate legislation and case-law now exists. The launching

and implementation of the Internal Market program, implying a practical interpretation of the

Treaty's objectives, o~cially recognised the exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of Justice in EC

competition policy and Internal market affairs.

5 The 'Brussel-isation' of European Telecommunications: Striving for the Single

Market (1957-1992)

Before the publication of the Green Paper in 1987, the governance of the European

telecommunications sector was regarded as a matter of national sovereignty. The EC institutions

only became actively involved in the early-1980s, when telecommunications were linked with

overall Community objectives (i.e. industrial, competition and commercial policies). Because

telecommunications policy was not covered in the Treaty of Rome, the EC institutions were

without any competencies to intervene in that sector. There was wide agreement about its

organisation through a public monopoly. The PTT administrations were considered as public

undertakings with special or exclusive rights in the provision of (telephone) services, that were

largely exempted from the Treaty of Rome until the mid-1980s. The exclusive hegemony of

PTT administrations and national electronics champions in their home market was legitimised

by intergovernmental CEPTIITU provisions, which were supposed to prevent competition

between national operators in crossnational service provision.
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In the aftermath of the creation of the European Coal and Steel Community and the preparations

for the Treaty of Rome, envisaging a single European market, the further coordination or even

integration of national postal and telecommunications systems on a European level was seriously

discussed. In the Summer of 1955 the alternative of a far-reaching European Postal and

Telecommunications Union was proposed. The 1956 Spaak Report, that proved the basis for

the Treaty of Rome one year later, suggested that 'il existe dans le domaine des postes et des

télécommunications des possibilités d'action commune tendant d améliorer et d rendre plus

économiques les échanges entre les pays membres. (Comité Intergouvernemental 1956: 134)'

When the European Economic Community EEC was established in 1957, a permanent

secretariat was established to coordinate the postal and telegraph policies. In September 1958

the PTT Ministers of the six EEC member states discussed two options regarding a future

European postal and telecommunications system. The first alternative included the integration

of postal and telecommunications policy into the European Economic Community on the basis

of Article 235 of the Treaty of Rome. The second referred to the creation of an independent

European Postal and Telecommunications Union, that would operate separately from the EEC

(like the Union Européenne de Radiodiffusion, created in 1950). Although originally a clear

preference was given to the first option of including PTT affairs in the portfolio of the EEC,

it was decided that an autonomous association would be created, that would include -besides the

six EC member states- other European countries as well. In March 1959 the CEPT was

established, containing the large majority of the Western European PTTs. The policy shift from

tight to loose European integration in PTT matters was partly caused by growing political

resistance of the French towards creeping supranationalism. Furthermore paneuropean

collaboration would allow the participation of dominant nations in the postal and

telecommunications domain, like Great Britain, Switzerland and the Scandinavian countries

(Dang N'Guyen 1986; Schneider 8t Werle 1988, 1990).

The consensus among the member states to regard postal services and telecommunications as

a national affair excluded from EC-legislation, was upheld for more than twenty years. An

interval of 13 years between the first and the second meeting of PTT Ministers (1964-77) and

the fact that the discussions mainly dealt with the harmonisation of postal tariffs, gave t]ie

impression that the formulation of a common telecommunications policy was a non-issue. The

Commission had ineffectively attempted to include the telecommunications sector in a directive

on liberalising large public procurement contracts. At the end of the 1970s when large American
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and Japanese electronics companies started to challenge Europe's autonomous technological

base, the Commission and Parliament proposed some measures to increase the powers of the

Commission vis-a-vis the member states and to relate telecommunications policy to overall

industrial policy objectives. The Commission drew attention to the importance of information

and communications technologies in general and Europe's major weakness in information

technology and micro-electronics and its relative strength in telecommunications. The meeting

of the Council of PTT Ministers in 1977 and the consequent creation of a Working Group on

Future Networks by the Commission and the CEPT, were the first o~cial steps in preparing

a common telecommunications policy. The Council of I~4inisters recognised four domains where

Community action was needed: the respective role of public authorities and the private sector

in telecommunications, price trends for networks and services, and coordinating research and

development projects (Dang N'Guyen 1986; Schneider 8c. Werle 1988; 1990).

Telecommunications policy became explicitly linked to broader industrial policy objectives to

meet the challenge of new technologies and to catch up with the USA and Japan. In 1979-80

the Commission developed a comprehensive strategy, aimed at improving the qualifications of

the European work force, the creation of a common market for telematic services, the

establishment of a strong European information industry and the fostering of coordination and

cooperation between producers and end-users. The active involvement of the Commission even

led to three draft recommendations and one draft declaration, that demanded efforts to

harmonise the telecommunications industry, to open 10 per cent of public procurement, to

introduce new services and to create a common market for terminal equipment (Ramsey 1981).

Also the European Parliament raised its voice in the formative stages of the telecommunications

debate: in 1981 it suggested that the Commission should use more binding measures (i.e.

directives and regulations) in stead of voluntary recommendations in the formulation of common

policies. The Parliament's resolution (EP 1-138~81) criticised the EC telecommunications market

as being balkanised, lacking technical standardisation and sufficient economies ofscale. In order

to reduce international dependence and increase exports, the Parliament called for coordinated

action with respect to RBzD and further harmonisation. Although the Council of Ministers

agreed with the majority of the suggestions made by the Commission and Parliament to develop

an EC-wide telecommunications policy, no guidelines for the industry were yet implemented.

Until the early 1980s the supra-national forces, as represented by the Commission, Parliament

and Court of Justice, were still unable to challenge the prevailing inside-oriented attitude of the
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national governments with respect to telecommunications. Any EC-wide proposal, that could

disturb the stable governance regime of mutually co-existing state monopolies, based upon non-

interference in each other's domestic market and collaboration in cross-border tra~c, would be

opposed by the joint efforts of the member states. The Council of Ministers only played lip

service to liberalisation and deregulation, without touching upon the exclusive hegemony of the

various domestic PTT administrations and the national electronics champions in their respective

home markets.

In the early 1980s the worldwide telecommunications industry was clearly in turmoil: the

dominant monopoly regime had already been questioned in the USA, Japan and the UK (Hills

1986). These three countries had embarked upon a market-driven strategy towards the

telecommunications sector by liberalising the markets for equipment and value-added services

and restructuring the domestic operator (through an organisational divesture of ATBr.T in the

US and the privatisation of BT and NTT in the UK and Japan). The Commission was aware of

the American and Japanese challenge and the vulnerability of Europe's telecommunications

industry: a highly fragmented market with a plethora of incompatible standards, protected

domestic markets by preferential treatment for local producers, and the industry's dependence

on Europe's weak information technology base (semiconductors and computing)(CEC 1984).

Therefore the Community responded by developing a Common telecommunications policy that

would increase its competitiveness by supporting joint RBcD programmes and standardising new

technologies in narrow collaboration with the national authorities, the CEPT-framework of PTT

administrations and the European standardisation bodies CEN-CENELEC. In 1983 the

Commission installed a special Task- force on Information Technologies and

Telecommunications, made up of EC fonctionnaires (mainly from DG IIIIIndustria] Policy) and

industry experts. The aims of the Task-force were to monitor the EC technology programmes

and to develop a common strategy for the future in cooperation with the Ministers of Industry,

PTT administrations and representatives of the telecommunications industry.

The Task Force was incorporated as an autonomous DG of the Commission for

Telecommunications, Information Industries and Innovation (DG XIII) in 1986. The activities

of the Task Force were supported by the Senior Officials Group on Telecommunications SOG-

T, that had been established in 1983 to represent the EC member states and their national

operators. This sectoral COREPER played an advisory role with respect to EC
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telecommunications policy, intermediating between supra-national and national authorities. In

its 1984 Action Programme, the Commission set six targets for an integrated European

telecommunications policy, that would:

set medium- and long range goals at the EC-level;

define and implement a research and development programme;

expand the market for terminal equipment by mutual recognition of standards;

cooperate closely to create the future telecommunications infrastructure;

use modern telecommunications technologies in underdeveloped regions within the EC;

open up hitherto protected public procurement contracts (CEC 1984).

In the meantime, the Commission had launched the objective to complete the Internal Market

before 1993. The White Paper on the Single Market, declared that diverging national rules and

standards were hindering the creation of a common European market (CEC 1985). These trade

barriers within the Community handicapped Europe's competitiveness vis-a-vis Japan and the

USA. The Commission unfolded a broad package aimed at stimulating competition, harmonising

standards, rules, and regulations throughout the Community. Also telecommunications policy

became acknowledged as related to the new goals set by the Commission in the 1987 Single

European Act: to complete the Internal Market, to achieve a European Research and

Technology Community and to strengthen European cohesion. By issuing a Green Paper on

Telecommunications, an industry-specific application of the White Paper on the Internal market,

it responded to the major complaints of European (and American) business users about big

differences between services in terms of technical interfaces, tariffs and regulations within the

Community, frustrating network expansion and the demand for new facilities and services (CEC

1987). Within the overall investigation into the costs of trade barriers in Europe by Cecchini

et al. (1988), the costs of a non-integrated European market for telecommunications services

and equipment had been examined. The costs, caused by a patchwork of varying standards and

protected suppliers that limited the size and dynamics of the telecommunications market were

estimated to be about Sbn ECUs.

The Commission's Green Paper was aimed at liberalising the Community's monopolistic

telecommunications market by suggesting the following measures:
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- the liberalisation of supply and provision of terminal and network equipment;

- the opening up of the services market (with the temporary exception of public voice and

basic network operation);

- the separation of the operational and regulatory functions of the public operator (PTT)

in order to create sound and transparent market structures;

- ensuring open access conditions to networks and interconnection;

- the stimulation of European standardisation, with the creation of the European

Telecommunications Standards Institute ETSI;

- the promotion and creation of paneuropean compatible networks and services (ISDN;

- the full application of the competition rules to the sector (i.e. reducing protectionist

procurement policies and harmonising and rebalancing tariffs).

The Green Paper did not suggest any provisions with respect to the following market conditions:

the regulatory structure to supervise the industry, the ownership structure of the

telecommunications administrations (i.e. privatisation or state ownership) and the introduction

of competition in the domains of network provision and the supply of reserved services. The

only explicit issue with respect to the restructuring of PTT administrations was that a clear

separation between its regulatory and operational functions was required. This implied that the

PTT administrations were no longer responsible for ensuring universal services, frequency

management, standardisation, tariffing, supervision of the industry etc. However, any further

suggestion how this administrative separation could be organised and whether PTTs had to be

privatised in the near future, were not given. The member states were allowed to make a

regulatory distinction between the basic infrastructure and reserved services to ensure public

service goals and competitive services. Network provision and voice telephony fell under the

member states' jurisdiction to specify exclusive rights to the national operator; the latter were

subject to the Commission's liberalisation path set for the mid-term.

The Green Paper was intended to spur the debate on telecommunications deregulation in the

Community and to attract comments from a broad spectrum of stakeholders (Council,

Parliament, national governments, equipment industry, services industry and the PTTs). Its aim

was to break up the nationalistic and fragmented organisation of the European

telecommunications market and to foster an integrated market through a controlled deregulation

of the domestic markets. However, the core segments of the telecommunications market,
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network provision and voice telephony, were temporarily excluded from the liberalisation plans

in order to ensure the long-term financial viability of the PTT administrations and public service

provision (CEC 1987). After wide and intensive consultations of the various stakeholders and

policy discussions, the Commission's Green Paper was endorsed by the Council of Ministers

one year later in 1988. In a Communication the Commission set out a programme of action, in

which priorities were set and strict deadlines for implementation were proposed: mutual

recognition of type approval (before 1988), liberalisation of terminal equipment market (before

1990) and services (with the exception of voice)(before 1992), and implementing accompanying

measures (separation of operational and regulatory functions, open network provision and the

creation of European Telecommunications Standards Institute)(CEC 1988). The Commission's

document also identified 'politically sensitive' areas in which a comprehensive consensus still

had to be worked out: the liberalisation of satellite communications, the promotion of

paneuropean services, the definition of common tariff principles and trade aspects of the

Community's telecommunications industry.

The Community's market-driven strategy was a clear compromise between two opposing

governance regimes and between two groups of stakeholders: it suggested preserving the public

operators' monopoly on infrastructure and basic services provision, while the demands of large

business users were met by introducing competition into the markets for enhanced services and

terminal equipment. The liberalisation and deregulation measures, proposed by the Commission,

had a direct relevance for the policy process in the member states, because they constrained the

formation and implementation of policy adjustments in national telecommunications. In short,

domestic rulings became more contingent upon the boundaries set by the European Community.

The Commission strongly advocated the liberalisation of the equipment and services market and

the opening up of public procurement. The Terminal Equipment Directive of 1988 and the

Services Directive of 1990 (respectively 88I301IEEC and 90I388IEEC) obliged the member

states to take all the necessary measures to ensure that any company was able to supply terminal

equipment and telecommunications services (with the exception of voice telephony). In 1990 the

Commission turned its attention to satellite communications with the publication of a Green

Paper on the subject matter (CEC 1990). The Commission suggested four policy measures v~cith

respect to the opening of the satellite-based services market before 1993: liberalisation of the

earth segment, free access to space segment capacity, full commercial freedom for space

segment providers and harmonisation of community-wide satellite services. In January 1992 the
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Council of Ministers endorsed the main outlines of the Green Paper on Satellite

Communications in a Council Resolution (92IC8I01) to establish common market satellite

services and equipment.

For more than ten years, the Commission had made efforts to introduce more competition in

the highly protected public procurement market with respect to telecommunications and the

remaining public utilities (electricity, energy, transport and water) were scheduled to become

more open to competition. The Commission has pushed to bring greater transparency in

awarding public contracts and opening up collusive procurement policies in the utilities sectors

that so far had been exempted from the Community's rules on competitive tendering. The

adoption of a Commission's Directive on public contracts by the Council implied that the

member states had to establish more transparent bidding procedures before 1993. The

Community also promoted coordinating the introduction of paneuropean digital cellular and

paging systems (GSM 8t ERMES), the digital cordless telephone (DECT), the Integrated

Services Digital Network, Integrated Broadband Communications Network (IBCN), High

Definition Television (HDTV) and transeuropean information networks etc.

I

The next step in establishing effective competition in the Community-wide telecommunications

market to regulate the relationships between operators and users to ensure open access to public

networks and abolish discriminatory and unfair restrictions on networks access and usage

(Higham 1993). This Framework Directive on Open Network Provision (90I387IEEC) dealt

with the regulatory means "to allow competitive and fair use of the network infrastructure for

private service operators and the harmonisation of conditions for open and efficient access to

and use of public telecommunications networks and, where applicable, public

telecommunications services". The Directive stipulated that in order to establish a transparent

regulatory environment, certain market conditions like technical interfaces between networks,

interconnectivity, and pricing schemes, needed to be harmonised among the EC member states.

In 1992 the Council endorsed a Directive on the application of ONP to the provision of leased

lines provision. More specific ONP Directives will follow in the near future, covering public

data services, ISDN, voice telephony, mobile services, intelligent networks and broad band

networks. The politically sensitive issue of the division of responsibilities between the

Commission and member states in the domain of telecommunications regulation, emerging from

the ONP-discussions, was temporarily resolved by an agreement, that regulation was the prime
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responsibility of the national regulatory authorities, leaving the Commission with a minimal

administrative and basically supportive role in Community policy making. The Commission has

also become active in telecommunications pricing by attacking presumed cartel and monopoly

price fixing and demanding faster progress to cost-oriented charges and a reduction of

intracommunity tariffs. The Commission supported measures aimed at introducing price-cap

formulas and allowing for bulk discounts to large-scale users.

6 Intermezzo: The Major Proponents of EC Telecommunications Policy

The Commission, the Court of Justice, the US government and global businesses could be

considered the engines for economic integration in Western Europe. The increasing growth of

international economic interdependence has been the outcome of major transnational

corporations establishing subsidiaries, agreements and alliances all over the world. Although it's

true that the globalisation of industry in general, has to a large extent been accomplished by

international firms, business was supported in their effort to transnationalise their activities by

international economic and political institutions operating at the regional or world level. As far

as EC telecommunications policy is concerned, the Commission and the Court of Justice had

developed into corporate actors in their own right at the end of the 1980s by having expanded

their competencies vis-a-vis the member states, the national PTTs and their consultative

frameworks (Schneider 8r. Werle 1988; 1990). The active involvement of the Commission in

the creation of an Integrated European Market, was supported by the multilateral discussions

and arrangements, established within the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs. This GATT

framework has played an important part in shaping policy concerning transnational competition

and facilitating world trade.

7yie GATT Framework: Free Trade and Global Business

The GATT is an international institution, that is becoming increasingly important in

international telecommunications (Cowhey 1990). For a long time cross-border

telecommunications has been organised in a cartel-like way through various agreements between

the national PTTs, set within their CEPT and ITU bodies. Multinational companies operating

on a European and global scale, have successfully sought legitimate access to the EC policy

arena in order to promote more competition at both the national and international levels on the
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basis of the GATT provisions. For instance, businesses operating on a world scale referred to

the following bottlenecks in European telecommunications policy (ERT 1986; cf. OTAIUS

Congress 1993):

- lack of transparent user equipment approval rules and incompatible international

standards;

- a poor level of coordination at the EC level among national telecommunications

strategies;

- limited results in the standardisation of trans-european networks;

- regulatory constraints to optimise capacity of lines (resale of surplus capacity was

restricted);

- relatively high prices of trans-european services (compared with domestic tariffs);

- the offering and usage of trans-european data services was more restricted than

comparable domestic and US offerings);

- serious concern about the synchronisation of the introduction of new trans-european

services ( i.e. ISDN) within five years.

In order to make the European market more flexible and dynamic, the following policy

recommendations were proposed: a mutual recognition or unification of European user

equipment rules and standards, the construction of trans-european business communications

networks, more coordination between PTTs, suppliers and users in the development of new

services, and tariff rebalancing (i.e. more uniform tari~ng and cost-based charges.

With loosing its special public and monopolistic character, telecommunications is becoming a

global industry, and potentially falling under the GATTjurisdiction of world trade. Since the

Uruguay Round started in 1985 the GATT negotiations have included a special round of talks

in the Group of Negotiations on Services GNS, focusing on trade in telecommunications and

financial services. In 1990 the EC Ministers of Telecommunications reached an internal

compromise on the Community's positioning in the GATT negotiations by proposing a common

commercial policy to the telecommunications sector. The EC suggested a progressive

liberalisation of telecommunications favouring both the interests of international and European

businesses, while protecting the interests of the designated network operators in Europe.

According to the Commission, the telecommunications market should clearly be opened up to

competition, however, excluding the key segments of the industry from the GATT framework.
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Voice telephony and network provision had to be excluded from any free trade agreement

because of its importance for universal service provision and its importance for revenue

generation of the European PTTs.

In the recently concluded GATT-negotiations an attempt has been made to develop a broader

coverage of trade liberalisation, that also include barriers to international trade in

telecommunications (Arlandis 1992). Policy issues like market access in telecommunications

(standardisation and public procurement policies), and international trade in services (i.e. tariff

setting) have now been discussed for the first time and will be subject to the GATT-rules on

free trade in the near future. However, the relationship between free trade and international

telecommunications is still peculiar. A few politically sensitive aspects could not be solved so

far: foreign ownership of European operators, local content requirements, degree of reciprocity

and public procurement of equipment. Especially the US government, supported by the UK

government, have pressed strongly for a multilateral services agreement that would cover a wide

range of service sectors, including telecommunications. The political demand of these nation

states have been shaped by a strong and highly internationalised information services industry.

The US government first pushed for introducing competition to the equipment market, later

followed by the liberalisation of the services market. By lobbying both the general GATT forum

of free trade and the sector-specific ITU organisation, the US and UK government succeeded

in widening the rules on the provision of international networks. For instance in 1988, the ITU

was more or less forced to recognise private service providers that were operating on a global

scale (IBM, SITA) as a dedicated carrier, next to the state-controlled telecommunications

administrations.

7he European Commission

The strategy followed by the Commission in economic policy was stimulating deregulation at

the national level, supported by harmonisation of legislation, mutual recognition of national

standards and EC-wide reregulation by developing new administrative responsibilities,

complementing national regulatory capacities. Although furnished with substantial administrative

powers in the formation and implementation of economic policy, the European Community I~as

only a relatively small budget at its proposal. The large majority of the Community's Budget

is channelled to the Common Agricultural Policy, leaving only modest financial resources for

socio-economic cohesion, industrial policy, energy, RBcD, and technological innovation. Given
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this strong institutional constraint, the only way for the Commission to increase its role is to

expand the scope of its regulatory activities (Majone 1992). The role of the Commission in EC

telecommunications policy was pending between the method of cooperation in large-scale

stimulation programmes, preserving the industry's long-term viability and confrontation,

pushing for market responsiveness, new entry and fair competition.

With the renewal of the Commission and the concomitant redistribution of portfolios in 1993,

those parts within the telecommunications and information industry related to the large

technology programmes of DG XI1I were transferred to DG III (Industrial policy). The enlarged

DG III will now be responsible for industrial affairs, information technologies and

telecommunications. The slimmed down DG XIII will be the sponsoring department for the

European telecommunications domain, including infrastructure coordination, market regulation,

and the promotion of telematic applications and systems. After 1988 the Commission actively

conunenced to promote the creation of a level playing field, in which new market entry

conditions were facilitated and anti-competitive practices strongly discouraged (Dang N'Guyen

8t Blandin (1991). Another branch of the Commission, that has become increasingly important

in European telecommunications over the last decade, is the Directorate General on Competition

Policy (DG IV). In 1991 the Commission published its global approach to the application of

competition rules to the European telecommunications sector with the aim to prevent

discriminatory practices and abuse of dominant positions of public operators and service

providers (CEC 1991).

The Commission has gradually expanded its powers in the harmonisation and regulation of EC

telecommunications. Between 1957 and 1974, no administrative action was taken at all: the

organisation of European telecommunications was considered as the exclusive responsibility of

the national PTTs (supported by their home governments) and their CEPT association. At the

end of the 1970s, when information technology and telecommunications were for the first time

put on the political agenda the Commission started to build up collaborative settlements with the

PTT Administrations and their CEPT association. Through pushing the CEPT to sign a

memorandum of understanding among its members (eg. on ISDN-penetration, opening up-of

public procurement), the Commission hoped to achieve its objective of making European

telecommunications more competitive and dynamic. The Commission was slow in undertaking

legal action against the PTTs concerning their dominant economic position in their home and
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their cartel-like pricing arrangements in crossborder telecommunications. Dang N'Guyen 1986

has given two reasons for this neglect of using 'heavier' instruments. First, it was believed, that

too much legal pressure could have a boomerang effect upon the just established cooperative

proposals between the CEPT and the Commission (on advanced networks, standardisation etc.).

Secondly, the Commission was relatively ignorant of the Commission concerning the club-like

behaviour of the PTTs rooted in a strong public service tradition and engineering-led culture.

When the collaborative path with the CEPT produced hardly any progress in the opening up of

public procurement and standardisation, the Commission chose a different strategy by relying

upon legal action through the Court of Justice and demanding the national governments (in stead

of the PTTs) to support the harmonisation and liberalisation of European telecommunications

actively. The Commission curtailed the semiofficial powers of the CEPT with respect to the

harmonisation and coordination of EC telecommunications, by developing truly supranational

institutions that would articulate European interests. The jurisdiction of the CEPT in

standardisation matters was transferred to the general standards setting CENICENELEC-bodies

and the European Telecommunications Standardisation Institute ETSI, created in 1988. The

regulatory role of CEPT in European telecommunications, was gradually taken over by the

Commission. The Commission was supported in its administrative tasks by the European

Council of Telecommunications Regulatory Authorities ECTRA and the European

Radiocommunications Committee, both set up by the Council of Ministers in 1992, that

represented the national telecommunications authorities in Europe. The loss of its involvement

in regulation and standardisation activities on the European level, made the CEPT turn into a

mere branch association of telecommunications administrations. As a consequence CEPT

regrouped itself into the Association of European Public Telecommunications Network

Operators ETNO.

Already in 1986, one year before the publication of the Green Paper, the Council of Minister

had initiated a process of mutual recognition of type approval for terminal equipment. Two

years later, the Commission issued a directive to introduce community-wide competition in the

provision of terminal equipment. The enforcement of that Terminal Equipment Directive meant

the first step in opening the European telecommunications market by abolishing all special or

exclusive rights of the PTT administrations to sell terminals (Blandin-Obernesser 1992). Under

article 90(3) of the EC Treaty, the Commission questioned and prohibited the granting of
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exclusive monopoly rights, as going against the EC-rulings on free movement, competition

policy and trade policy. That article allowed the Commission to issue directives directly to

member states in order to ensure the application of the EC competition policy to public

undertakings and companies endowed with exclusive rights granted by the member states. The

Commission had chosen for the heavy instrument of the directive, hereby bypassing the

Council's involvement in the review and approval on that issue, to make sure that the member

states were obliged to examine and to revise their national legislative framework. The use of

Art. 90(3) by the Commission was contested by some of the member states (France, Belgium,

Italy, Germany and Greece) and brought before the European Court of Justice. They argued that

the Commission did not have the right on such an important topic to issue directives directly

without submitting them to the Council of Ministers. Unsuccessfully, however, the Court

confirmed the legislative right to act independently in that case and the decision taken by the

Commission. Also the Commission's action to issue the Services Directive, intended to abolish

any existing monopoly rights on the supply of telecommunications services other than voice

telephony, was strongly criticised by those member states that were inclined to a broad

interpretation of a public monopoly in telecommunications. The legislative basis of the Services

Directive, provided by Art.90(3) was contested France, Belgium, Italy and Spain, bringing the

case before the European Court of Justice. Like in the Terminal Equipment case, the Court

confirmed the decisions taken by the Commission.

7fte European Court of Justice

The increased legal authority of the European Court of Justice, manifested itself in the building

up and application of jurisprudence in the domain of telecommunications. The BT-case on the

resale of telex services between 197984, together with the jurisdiction on the consequent

directives, that were targeted to suppress exclusive rights in the European terminal equipment

and services market, provided the Commission a clear legal basis, consisting out of competition

rules and free movement principles, to embark upon a sector liberalisation strategy (Blandin-

Obernesser 1992). The dispute between SWIFT and CEPT, respectively the Society of

Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications and the association of European PTTs, was

the beginning of building up case law in EC telecommunications (Ramsey 1981). SWII~-T,

operating a worldwide interbanking network on the basis of leased lines from the PTTs,

complained about the CEPT acting as a price cartel by the PTTs colluding on tari~cation. The

disagreement arose when the CEPT, anxious about traffic being diverted from the public
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networks to private sector use and hampering PTT's long term financial position, proposed a

pricing scheme that would recapture revenues from the SWIFT cooperative. These charges,

computed on the basis of a flat rate and a per message element, meant an unacceptable tariff

increase for SWIFT by two to four hundred percent. In 1981, after the Commission had

threatened to bring the case in front of the Court of Justice, SWIFT was given special pricing

arrangements from the European PTTs, that would allow a substantial reduction of the level of

charges.

The famous BT-case (41I83I1985) took off in 1979, when Telespeed Services Ltd. filed a

formal complaint with the European Commission, arguing on the basis of Article of 86 of the

Treaty of Rome, that the Post OfficelBritish Telecom PO~BT abused its position as a statutory

monopoly. The argument between a small group of telex service providers and POIBT arose

when new service providers had started the resale of telex messages through collecting, refiling

and rerouting of international and intercontinental traff`ic via London, hereby taking advantage

of the much lower telex rates to the US. The British Government defended itself and BT's

exclusive position in the domain of telecommunications by making a reference to Article 90 of

the Treaty of Rome, in which an exemption was made from the EEC competition rules for

'public firms and firms to which special or exclusive rights are granted', that provided services

of a'general economic interest'. It furthermore referred to the CEPT-ITUICCITT rules, that

prevented competition in telex services provision from indirect routing via cheap countries. In

1984, the Commission decided, however, that the immunity of a public telecommunications

monopoly and a state administration running exclusive services (including to telex message

forwarding) from antitrust provisions, provided by Article 90, was not applicable. As a

consequence, BT was sentenced by the Commission for its abuse of monopoly position

regarding third-party traffic in telex.

The British government, at that time already initiating a clear de-monopolisation policy,

accepted this judgement. The Italian government, however, questioned the Commission's

decision before the European Court of Justice. The Italian government argued that the EC

competition rules did not apply to the public monopoly on telecommunications services and-the

regulatory and administrative activities of public companies: BT's actions were an exercise of

'public law activities essential to accomplish service provision'. In its decision of March 1985

the Court of Justice rejected all of Italy's claims on any exclusive rights in the provision of
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telecommunications services and effectively put an end to the legal attempt to block telex

forwarding. The continued existence of monopolies was interpreted by the Commission and the

Court of Justice as the exception rather than the rule: public undertakings like

telecommunications were not exempt from the communautarian competition rules in the Treaty

of Rome. The BT-case made clear that competition rules were applicable to both public and

private undertakings. It also reaffirmed the Commission's position vis-a-vis the member states

by limiting restrictive anti-competitive practices and abuse of dominant position and questioning

any special or exclusive rights of national governments in sectors of a general economic interest,

like public provision and national champions. The BT-case paved the way for the publication

of the Green Paper of 1987 and the issuing of various directives, regulations and

recommendations, aimed at the harmonisation and the liberalisation of the European

telecommunications market. However, the abolition of special and exclusive rights for public

operators was a necessary but not a sufficient step to guarantee genuine competition in the

telecommunications sector. By not having touched upon their core monopoly on voice services

and network provision, the old regime of dominant PTTs, their supportive CEPTIITU

framework and their exclusive trading partners in manufacturing, was still largely unchallenged.

Another case in EC telecommunications legislation was the action against RTTIBelgacom in

response to the American private value-added service provider GEISCO in the mid-1980s. The

national operator RTT had refused to provide international leased lines to the service provider

on the grounds that it was carrying third party traffic. Under Belgian law at that time, third-

party tra~c was not allowed without prior authorization by the RTT. Such a restriction was in

direct violation with the Services Directive and the Commission informed the RTT that its

refusal to grant the lines could imply an abuse of its dominant position. The RTT was forced

by the Commission to end their restrictive policies regarding the provision of such lines and

subsequently granted the circuits to the company in question. On the basis of accumulated

jurisprudence, the Commission could successfully push for the opening of several protected

'niche' markets: like cordless telephone (Germany), modems (Germany and Italy), cellular

telephony (Netherlands, Italy, Belgium).

The Commission has also made several examination in the private sector regarding collusion,

crossborder mergers and joint ventures. An import one was the case on IBM's SNA-standard,

interconnecting computer systems and networks, as being detrimental to the Community's
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datacommunications market (CEC 1987). The Commission forced to disclose information on

the formats and protocols of its System Network Architecture. When British Telecom and IBM

intended to establish a joint value added network company in the UK in 1985, the British

antitrust authorities, ruled against the IBM-BT plan, supported its claims by the European

Commission. The Commission furthermore investigated the sale of ITT Europe's subsidiaries

to CGE~Alcatel in 1986187, the collaborative agreements between AT~cT and ItaltellSTET and

the joint takeover of Plessey by Siemens and GEC, both in 1989. The Commission also

expressed modest concern about Infonet, the international VAN operator, after it had received

some complaints from its competitors EDS and IBM about market anti-competitive practices

between Infonet as services provider and its shareholders, acting as (semi)public network

operator in their home market. Originally established by Computer Sciences Corporation CSC

in 1970, Infonet had been gradually acquired by a group of European PTTs and non-European

operators. The Commission suggested to make the relations between Infonet and its

shareholding network providers more transparent and business-like.

7 The Single European Telecommunications Market after 1992

At the time of the official accomplishment of the Single Market in 1992, the opening of

European telecommunications to competition was a little disappointing. With the exception of

the UK where an effective duopoly has been established, competition in the Community is still

restricted to the 'fringes' of the industry. The key voice services market was still excluded from

any liberalisation measures and the implementation of the EC directives on mutual recognition,

services, equipment and Open Network Provision was only partially achieved. Nevertheless

some major achievements had been made by the Commission, the Parliament and the Court of

Justice, as the driving forces in integrating markets and orchestrating a new EC-wide structures,

and turning Brussels into the 'new capital of European telecommunications' (Bessières 1989).

However, the process of economic integration came to a standstill after 1992, when the member

states through the Council of Ministers dampened the ambitions of the Commission in,its

preparations for establishing a fully integrated European telecommunications market. The fear

of furthering economic and political union and the consequent centralisation of Community

decision making, pushed for the subsidiarity principle, implying a de facto increase in legislative
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powers of the member states at the expense of the Commission. For instance, while no mention

of subsidiarity was made in the 1992 draft version on the review and future prospects of EC

telecommunications, the Commission's final document included one paragraph on the

decentralisation of policy making from the EC to the national levels. The Commission had to

accept a delay in the introduction of competition in voice telephony, to water down its ambition

for an open and transparent public framework and to compromise on the level of regulation by

the creation of a high-level committee of national regulatory officials. Consequently in 1994,

the European Telecommunications Office was established as a clearing house that would

harmonise numbering schemes and licensing conditions in the European Union.

The European Community became increasingly divided over the strategy to be followed and

time plans attached to implementing it. On the one hand, there are the 'liberalisers', like the

UK, the Netherlands and Denmark, aiming for speeding up the process of market integration.

On the other hand, there are 'protectionist' countries like France, Spain, Greece and Italy who

argue that state intervention and a core public monopoly, while liberalising the 'fringe' markets,

are temporarily justified. The straightforward liberalisation approach has the drawback that the

telecommunications infrastructure might become fragmented and that expensive interfaces to

interconnect these subnetworks are required. Another drawback is that merit and public good

characteristics (i.e. redistribution and universal service), that assume some degree of

government control of telecommunications system, will be lost. The 'controlled deregulation'

path followed on the European continent may have tlie disadvantage that by giving priority to

the universal service provision, it may be unable to meet differentiated business demands.

Compared to the saturating market for residential users, the market for customised and enhanced

services is very promising and profitable. The protected public network might run the risk of

being bypassed by alternative private network operators or the entry of resellers that target the

profitable segments of the public monopoly. Another disadvantage can be that competition may

prove a better environment than monopoly for stimulating innovation. These 'protectionist'

countries have suggested a step-by-step liberalisation process and a gradual adjustment to the

new market conditions. One reason for implementing incremental changes, is the national

governments' concern for preserving national levels of employment, which are relatively high

in the telecommunications industry (accounting between 0.5 to 1.7 of total civil employment

(Foremann-Peck 1988). The position of Germany in all this was somewhat unclear.

Traditionally, the German government had strongly favoured economic integration and the
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effective abolition of trade barriers (George 1990). In the telecommunications domain, however,

the position of the Bundespost DBP was leaning towards the protectionist stance. Especially

after German unification, the German Government and the DBP gave clear priority to

modernising the infrastructure in former East Germany, rather than restructuring its domestic

telecommunications and restructuring the Bundespost.

These intra-EC cleavages had always existed over the years, but after the cumbersome

acceptance of the Maastricht Treaty as the disappointing 'morning after' the completion of the

Internal Market, it seems more likely that the European telecommunications sector will develop

at two different speeds. Schlenker (1992) noticed 'the unravelling of European Unity' in which

the liberalisation of EC telecommunications will continue, but not as the direct outcome of the

Commission's intentions. According to the obligations set out in the Services Directive, a

review was scheduled for 1992. Before publishing the Review, the Commission carried out, like

before, a wide-ranging consultation of the industry's stakeholders (operators, manufacturers,

service providers, users and trade unions). In the Review the Commission identified several

problem areas in establishing a more integrated European market: intracommunity tariffs were

still high in relation to costs (especially crossborder calls); the high charges and poor service

provision of high speed leased lines, the growing diversion of traffic between member states and

between the Community and third countries (call-me-back, refiling etc.) and fierce competition

from low tariff operators (CEC 1992). Furthermore a more precise interpretation of closed user

group networks, necessary for the liberalisation of private business communications, was

required. In its 1992 Review the Commission proposed four policy alternatives regarding future

telecommunications liberalisation (CEC 1992):

freezing of the liberalisation process and maintenance of the status quo;

introducing extensive administrative regulation of both tariffs and investments;

the liberalisation of all voice telephony: both national, EC-wide and international calls;

an intermediate option of opening voice telephony between member states to

competition.

Before putting forward any proposals for legislative action, the Commission, like

before, carried out a broadly based consultation of all the stakeholders to seek their views on

~ the measures envisaged. After the consultative process, the Council decided that exclusive rights
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to public voice telephony would be removed before 1998 (Council 1993). The Commission

found itself in a difficult situation, balancing between liberalisation and harmonisation. On the

one hand a full implementation of the competition rules and the freedom to provide services was

required, while on the other hand the interoperability between technically diverging national

networks needed to be ensured. The Commission also had to safeguard the financial viability

of PTT organisations CEC 1992). Originally, the Commission proposed an immediate

liberalisation of the network infrastructure and services markets by 1996. However, this

proposal was perceived by the protectionist countries, France and its allies, as too radical. Then

the option of a two-tiered liberalisation was given full attention: first intracommunity

telecommunications would be liberalised in 1996, leaving the domestic market untouched, then

two years later, in 1998, the remainder of the market would be opened to competition. After

the liberalisation of intracommunity voice, representing about 5 per cent of the operators' total

revenue, the operators would have another two years to prepare themselves for real competition.

Finally, the Member States agreed upon full market liberalisation by 1998. Spain, Portugal,

Ireland and Greece were granted a time delay of five years maximum to adjust to the new

conditions, because of lagging economic and infrastructural development. Belgium and

Luxembourg were given an extra two years to prepare their industries on the basis of the highly

questionable azgument of the di~culties associated with small networks. While countries of

relatively the same size and economic importance, like Denmark and the Netherlands, were

included in the Council resolution, in the case of Belgium, this exemption had more to do with

a highly inefficient telecommunications system and a political stalemate on furthering market

liberalisation and the commercialisation of its public operator, Belgacom. These measures to

establish a fully competitive marketplace before the end of the century, seem to be a cleaz

reflection of a'two-speed' Europe, in which there is a clear division between the more

prosperous countries that have already restructured their domestic industry and have privatised

their operator or intend to do so in the near future, and others that still have to embark upon

a structural adjustment process.

The Maastricht Treaty on Political Union (1992-93) promoted open and competitive mazkets

while at the same time ensuring interoperability and access to public networks and requiring the

construction of transeuropean telecommunications networks. A High Level Group on

Information Society, in which the captains of European industry were represented (Siemens,
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Philips, Olivetti etc.), was established in 1993 to draw up a plan for the creation of a Euro-

electronic highway. The Task-force, headed by Commissioner Bangemann (DG III), will

investigate two broad areas: technological applications and their market possibilities and the

regulatory and political aspects of multimedia development. However, telecommunications and

cable TV operators, the driving forces behind multimedia development were not represented.

The TEIS-consortium, in which the Euro-national electronics champions Bull, Olivetti and

Siemens Nixdorf collaborate, is supposed to develop and construct pan-european information

networks: the European software and services companies CGS, Sema, Infonet, Data Zentrale

and Finsiel supported the project.

One also could raise doubts about other joint initiatives to promote European collaboration in

Research and Development, the diffusion of technologies and the introduction of EC wide

networks. Serious questions have been raised about the Community's ESPRIT and RACE

programmes as a leverage to catch up with Japan and the USA (Wassenberg 1991). The British

computer manufacturer ICL was kicked out of ESPRIT after it had been taken over by Fujitsu

from Japan and Philips opted out of the Megachip project, that it was jointly developing with

Siemens. ESPRIT lost even its European character when ICL returned in some of the Joint

RBcD programmes through the back door a few years and when IBM Europe became actively

involved in some of the larger EC-research programmes. The common HDTV-standard was

opposed by European broadcasters and satellite distributors (like Sky) and is apparently being

leapfrogged by the American plans for digital television. Also the construction of advanced

information networks in Europe, the Integrated Services Digital Network is still disappointing.

Another failure to develop a common infrastructure was the Hermes~Hitrailproject, that

advanced the construction of a pan-european high-capacity datanetwork alongside Europe's

railroads. The project was promoted by the Hermes-consortium, that included major European

industrial and financial companies (Daimler Benz, Racal, Compagnie de SUEZ and Tractebel),

the Community's railroad companies and their American partners Nynex and US Sprint. The

HermeslHitrail initiative was based on the notions that it could utilise the rights of way of the

railway companies and would have third-party access from public telecommunications operators.

However, the HermeslHitrail initiative indeed faced severe problems with internal coordinat'ron

within the consortium and third party access (opposition from public network operators and

restrictive regulations). As a consequence, in 1993 the project was blown off.
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8 The Emerging Global Oligopoly of the Electronic Communications Sector

The current telecommunications market no longer holds a national monopoly on the regular

provision of the telephone handset, voice service and monopsonistic supply of switching

equipment. Today, the sector is developing into an international and deregulated industry, in

which nation states, regional trading blocs, telecommunications companies, new service

providers and multinational corporate users are becoming more and more integrated in one

global market place. The techno-economic distinctions between telecommunications,

dataprocessing, electronic publishing, and broadcasting are disappearing; new entry possibilities

into telecommunications or diversification from the telecommunications industry to related

industries are the result (see figure). The boundaries between voice telephony,

datacommunications, computing and broadcasting are eroding as a consequence of the

digitisation of networks, the development of and interconnection to alternative systems,

facilitating a plethora of new services. In this converging information 8t communications market

several trends can be discerned. For instance the integration of local area networks and

datacommunications into business information systems has led to fierce competition between the

PTTs and computer service companies like IBM. Cable companies attempt to defend their local

monopoly on cable television provision against ambitious telecommunications operators and

mobile service providers by diversifying vertically in entertainment services and horizontally

into operating interactive broadband telecommunications networks that carry more than cable

services (cf. US WestlTime Warner, Bell AtlanticlTCIlLiberty, NynexlViacom). For instance

in Britain, cable companies have entered the longtime closed telephone market by providing a

myriad of interactive services. Telecommunications operators, challenged by diversifying cable

companies and new carriers (satellite and GSM providers, VAN-operators, and resellers etc.),

hope to penetrate new markets by developing multimedia services). Former outsiders, like IBM,

Digital Equipment, Cap Gemini Sogeti and EDS have also entered the telecommunications

market by providing equipment, computing facilities, software-based services and systems

integration.

However, simultaneously, technological innovation, deregulation and market demand have

allowed for an'unbundling' of telecommunications systems into network provision, bearer or

transport services, and enhanced services for special groups of customers and business users

(i.e. dataprocessing, e-mail etc.). Business users, complaining about high tariffs, rigid
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regulations in the European market, are developing alternative ways to circumvent the

monopolistic position of the PTTs in network provision and voice telephony. Multinational

businesses pushed for bypass of the public telecommunications network being permitted for

internal corporate use and closed user groups. These transnational companies and new private

operators have entered competition with the PTTs, through by bypassing public

telecommunications facilities. For their alternative communications systems, these contenders

rely upon alternative technologies ('call-back services'), cellular radio (e.g. Vodaphone UK),

private virtual networks (IBM), resale of network capacity (IDC, Esprit) or sectoral information

systems (Reuters, SITA, SWIFT). With the multi-speed liberalisation process in the European

Community taken into account, one could say that telecommunications is more and more

becoming a market in which multi-products and multi-services are provided by multi-operators

in a two-tiered competitive market environment.

Europe's outlook for positioning itself in the emerging electronic communications market is far

from optimistic (see appendices). In terms of network coverage, market homogeneity, the

degree of network competition, years of experience with deregulation and rapid market

diffusion, the EC is far behind the USA and Japan. With the exception of the Benelux countries,

cable density is comparatively low compared to the USA and as such cable network technology

does not pose a competitive threat to the established PTT infrastructure. US telecommunications

policy has been free-trade oriented, articulating free access to foreign markets, resembling the

strong position of American firms in nearly every element of the business chain (computing,

equipment, services provision, software). In Europe still about 80 to 90 per cent of the

telecommunications market is still protected from competition. Companies like ATBcT, MCI,

Sprint, IBM and Northern Telecom have decided that the fast growing European market for

business communications is a willing target with its poor service levels, excessive

communication costs and lack of interconnectivity is a willing target for a successful American

penetration. So far US firms have been successful in European niche markets, like cable

television and mobile services (Regional Bell Operating Companies), one-stop shopping services

(MCI, Sprint, ATBtT), and as additional equipment supplier to the European PTTs (ATBcT,

Northern Telecom). ~
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Afbeelding 1: The Emerging Electronic Communications Market

A Telecommunications B Comnutine C Information industry D BroadcastinE
1 network provision 1 hardware supply 1 electronic publishing 1 entertainment services
2 transport services 2 software design 2 information provision 2 cable tv distribution
3 enhanced services 3 systems integration 3 multi-service provision 3 satellite broadcasting

The European PTTs have become increasingly dependent upon large-scale customers, that rely

for their international transactions upon private virtual networks and customised services. After

having being restructured, the European operators have recently adopted a more entrepreneurial

spirit and a'follow your customer' approach to cope with market differentiation and the

globalisation of distinct business sectors (like banking, automotives and airlines industry, by

regarding it as both a profitable opportunity and a serious threat. To ensure more flexibility in

its commercial response to demanding business customers, the former PTT administration has

been given more autonomy from the national government: some companies have been

corporatised (France Telecom, RTT (B), KPNIPTT (NL) DBP Telekom G), while others have

been partially privatised (Spain's Telefonica, Italy's SIPISTET and TeleDenmark) or fully

privatised (British Telecom and Cable 8z Wireless in the UK). The telecommunications function

was divested from the postal and money services branch and with its former regulatory and

operational functions were institutionally separated. ~

The PTT's organisational structure changed from the traditional machine bureaucracy to that

of an internationalising multi-divisional form, that actively searches for innovative services,
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profitable market segments and scale 8c scope economies. The telecommunications

administrations themselves are adopting an enterprise culture, characterised by a more efficient

and innovative company, a bigger customer responsiveness, the implementation of total quality

management programmes, and the penetration of new product, geographical and client markets.

Countries that were left without one integrated national public telecommunications operator, like

Denmazk and Italy, had to decide whether geographically andlor functionally subdivided

monopolies were still viable in the increasingly volatile world telecommunications market. An

alternative seriously considered by these national government was the consolidation of the

formerly separate entities into one major national public telecommunications operator, that

would allow for synergies and to be more equipped to cope with international competition. Both

Italy and Denmark opted the latter option. In 1992 TeleDenmark was created out of a merger

of the international carrier and four regional operating companies. Two years later in 1994, the

intercontinental operator Italcable, the continental operator ASSTIIritel, satellite service provider

Telespazio and the national operator SIP together formed Telecom Italia.

The bigger telecommunications companies have embarked upon an 'integration' strategy to

expand existing market shares and penetrate new markets through acquisitions, takeovers,

mergers, joint ventures and international alliances. Their aim is twofold: on the one hand a

consolidation of their position at home through vertical integration and on the other hand

utilising their home base as a spring board into international (or global) markets. Today

telecommunications companies are faced with the double-sided challenge of preserving their

protected home market, while promoting market liberalisation abroad. For example, the Italian,

French and Spanish PTTs have successfully penetrated the South American telecommunications

market; the UK carrier Cable 8c Wireless has gained a dominant presence in the Far East and

the Caribbean; the German, Dutch and Scandinavian PTTs have invested heavily in Eastern

Europe.

In order to provide international services for their business customers on the current multi-

standazd telecommunications market, the public operators could become a systems integrator,

providing the solution to systems complexity and one-stop shopping services. However,-in

reaching for the worldwide coverage of their services, the national operators relied upon a

network of international partners. For the purpose of establishing a global carrier, BT invited

the German DBP and IBM to form a strategic alliance. IBM opted out, because it was afraid
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of loosing its position as an independent supplier of computing equipment and network services

by committing itself to a consortium of networks providers. After IBM's refusal, BT approached

France Télécom and the Japanese NTT to join the so-called Pathfinder Alliance. However, the

negotiations failed and pathfinder became Syncordia, BT's wholly owned outsourcing

subsidiary. After having failed to acquire a direct and effective presence on the US market, BT

linketí up with MCI, the second long-distance company in the USA after ATBcT, to create an

international services provider. In 1993, BT acquired a 20 per cent stake (~4.3bn) in MCI and

plans to create a Slb joint venture that will provide worldwide value-added and outsourcing

services to large customers. Before collaborating with BT, MCI has been negotiating an alliance

with the French and German carriers: like DBP and France Telecom MCI was a key

shareholder of Infonet Service Corp.

The Dutch, Swiss and Swedish PTTs have pooled their international activities into their

Unisource-venture to attain the economies of scale required to compete in the European (or

global) economy. Unisource teamed up with SITA in 1993 to provide value-added network

services all over the world. SITA is a telecommunications cooperative owned by airline

companies that has set up a network infrastructure with a global coverage. In early 1994

Unisource was joined by the Spanish operator Telefonica, hereby extending it into something

that could be called a Federation of PTTs from smaller European Nations. Telefonica

contributed its datacommunications services into the joint venture and extended Unisource's

reach to Southern Europe and Latin America. Today talks are going on about a strategic

partnership between Unisource and ATBr.TIWorldsource. France Télécom and Bundespost DBP

are working together in the EunetcomlEucom-alliances. The two operators still have a near-

monopoly on their home market with some competition at the fringes of cellular radio and have

sought expansion in Central and Eastern Europe (Bundespost) and networking among European

businesses (France Télécom). Besides penetrating the underdeveloped markets of South America

and Eastern Europe and the establishment of Euro-national telecommunications companies, there

is also a trend towards forming worldwide alliances and becoming a global carrier to provide

international services to large business customers. Recently British Telecommunications has

teamed up with MCI, ATBcT (LJSA) acquired McCaw (the biggest cellular company in the idS)

and established a global strategic alliance with its Worldsource initiative, including KDD

(Japan), Singapore Telecom, Telecom Australia (and probably the SwisslSwedishlDutch

Unisource venture).
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The combined impact of technological developments, new market entry and global strategic

partnering has restructured the protected European equipment market and redefined the

corporate strategies of equipment manufacturers. As a consequence, competition has increased

over the last two decades. The terminal equipment market has seen numerous small and

medium-sized entrants from the Far East, that successfully compete with the American and

European manufacturers in the lower ends of the market (hand sets, fax etc.). Caused by

technological complexity, skyrocketing RBcD costs, shortening of technological diffusion and

the concomitant search for economíes of scale, US and European manufacturers at the higher

end of the market have penetrated new product and geographical markets and entered into new

collaborative ventures with local producers (Zanfei 1992). These companies have followed an

'external growth' strategy by linking up with other companies through licensing agreements,

joint ventures, mergers and acquisitions. Alcatel, Siemens, Ericsson, Northern Telecom and

ATBtT have greatly expanded beyond their national strongholds by following an active

acquisition and international partnering strategy (see appendices). So far the presence of Asian

companies (like NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, Samsung etc.) on the international market for switching

equipment outside their protected home market has been restricted. Some companies have left

equipment manufacturing altogether or have given it a less prominent place in its portfolio of

activities. The increase of competition forced ITT (USA), GTE (USA), Philips (NL), Ascom

(Switzerland) and GEC Plessey (to some extent) to leave the highly concentrated switching

market. Another group of manufacturers have pursued a focus strategy by concentrating their

efforts on the production of mobile equipment (Ericsson, Motorola and Bosch) and the delivery

of computing facilities (IBM).

Like telecommunications, the European computer and software sector were predominantly

organised on a national scale, including self-contained markets and a few dominant suppliers.

However, since the early 1980s the software and computing services market has undergone

drastic changes. The firms active in these sectors have entered new foreign markets to strive

for global coverage and developed new services. Computer and software companies have

commenced to proliferate themselves differently in national markets on the basis of specialised

expertise and the country's comparative advantage. Notwithstanding the obvious market sha~res

of EC companies in their home region, the presence of especially America firms like IBM,

EDS, Andersen Consulting, Microsoft and Digital, on the European computer services and

software market is impressive. These firms have established a solid position on the European
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market through a combined internal and external growth strategy. For instance the omnipresent

IBM benefitted from substantial economies of scale and scope and synergetic effects between

computing manufacturing, services provision and software development. The independent

services provider EDS, originally established by former US President candidate Ross Perot, was

purchased by General Motors in 1984 to develop and manage GM's worldwide information

network. The collaborative venture between EDS and the computing manufacturer Compaq in

systems integration is another illustration of companies searching for an expansion of their

product-market combinations. Finally, EDS got a foothold on the European market by the

acquisition of the British systems integrator Scicon (UK) (like ATBcT buying Istel (UK) in

1988).

Within Europe, especially French services providers have been the most active in strengthening

their position both at home, benefitting from large state schemes (Plan Calcul, Teletel,

Transpac) and abroad through crossborder acquisitions and establishing international linkages.

France Télécom purchased one of the leading computing services companies in Europe: the UK-

owned SEMA, in which CGS still has a 29 per cent stake. CGS has shown an impressive list

of takeovers: Programmator, Data Logic and Accept Data in Sweden; Syscomm Systems and

Merit Systems in the USA, Apsis and Aptor in France, IBAT (G), Gestina Dati (I), Volmac

(NL) and Hoskyns (UK). One of the biggest deals in the European computing services market

has been the purchase of the software house Debis Systemhaus of Daimler Benz by CGS in

return for an acquisition of a 34 lo stake in the holding company of CGS by industrial

conglomerate Daimler Benz. Notwithstanding the takeover of the British computing firm ICL

by Fujitsu in 1989, the entry of Japanese companies on the American and European parts of the

World Trade Triad so far has been limited. In the telecommunications services market the

position of Japanese competitors is even more modes: the biggest company (in terms of sales),

NTT, is not allowed to operate outside Japan. US communications firms and service providers

are well-positioned to compete in the European market (see appendices). Today the world

computing and services market is dominated by American and Japanese businesses, leaving the

leading European companies Siemens Nixdorf and Cap Gemini Sogeti far behind. Companies

like IBM, EDS, CSC, Digital Equipment, Microsoft, General Electric (No.14), NEC, Fujitsu

and Hitachi have built up a strong presence in the global computing services market (see

figures). On the European market the balance is slightly more positive for the European

Community with five companies in the top 10 (CGS, Finsiel, Debis, Siemens Nixdorf and

Sema.
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The quasi-vertical integration between telecommunications operators and their privileged

equipment manufacturers is reshuffled into one that is more market-oriented by allowing more

suppliers to furnish equipment. For the modernisation of their infrastructure, the former PTTs

increasingly rely on software knowledge and programming capabilities. Today

telecommunications operators are installing intelligent networks to provide new customised

services, that yield their business clients more flexibility, security and trouble-free maintenance.

So telecommunications industry companies are establishing new quasi-vertical ties with software

houses, system integrators and designers of integrated circuits and applications to develop

reliable, modular and high-performance network facilities, made-to-measure for large customers

or industry-specific solutions (Dang N'Guyen 8c Blandin 1991). An illustration of this can be

found in EUROLOG: a provider of pan-european transport services in which the operators

France Télécom, Bundespost, Belgacom, PTT Telecom, collaborate with GSI (software

engineering) and DEC (computing). France Télécom has built up a strong quasi-vertical network

of software suppliers and co-designers: Télésystèmes (internal software houses), CGS and Sema

(with respectively 10 and 19 per cent stakes). Today France Télécom is competing with ATBcT

and BT to acquire a bigger share in CGS. The Italian telecommunications conglomerate STET,

including both the manufacturer Italtel and the three network operators, acquired the leading

domestic software company Finsiel from its overall holding company IRI. Recently, the British

telecommunications company Cable 8c Wireless set up a joint venture with the computer firm

Digital Equipment to collaborate on global network management and services provision.

Another systems integrator courted by the large telecommunications companies is EDS: both

BT and ATBcT were so far without success after EDS. However, any acquisition of, or joint

venture with, EDS was precluded by the GM holding.

Another feasible alternative in the European telecommunications market could be the advancing

of companies towards vertical and horizontal integration, i.e. consolidating network operation

and equipment supply (see appendices). With the exception of ATBcT, including both a powerful

equipment and network operation branch, and the loosely integrated configuration

CBcWBCEINTIDEC, there is little crossover between hardware and services in today's

telecommunications (excluding the quasi-vertical arrangements at the national level). Shortly

after liberalisation, American and British manufacturers and operators opted for the strategy of

backward and forward integration. ATBtT established collaborative agreements with Olivetti;

IBM established the satellite venture SBS and acquired substantial shares in the operator MCI
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and the producer Rolm; and BT acquired the manufacturers Mitel and the cellular systems

provider McCaw. However, the strategy did not turn out to be a great success. IBM pulled back

from telecommunications transmission and manufacturing by disinvesting its SBS, MCI and

Rolm ventures and returned to its core business of computing and systems integration. ATT has

repositioned itself on the computing market by replacing Olivetti by NCR. BT withdrew from

manufacturing and cellular communications in the US and bought the information services

company Tymenet instead.

This comprehensive strategy towards the entire telecommunications industry is strongly

promoted by the manufacturer Alcatel, receiving some support from its German counterpart

Siemens and the operators France Télécom and Bundespost DBP. Alcatel's suggestion belongs

to a general trend of equipment manufacturers diversifying from a low-margin business to the

more profitable market segments of network operation and services provision, illustrated for

instance by the joint venture of Alcatel and the US operator in international datanetworking

(Kramer 8t NiShuilleabhain 1993). The French and German PTTs have already started to merge

some of their business networking activities, eventually leading to a more integrative venture

in the future in which even equity might be swapped. This could be one relatively easy way of

privatising both France Télécom and Bundespost, serving the notion of paneuropean business

integration and keeping potential shareholders under control. However, the Franco-German

cooperation on network supply and services provision could go even further, to include

equipment delivery as well. This alternative of crossnational vertical integration could be one

solution for evading the open and pro-competitive procurement rules of the European

Community. Today, Eunetcom, the international services company Eunetcom, established by

France Télécom and DBP in 1992, is negotiating with Sprint as a potential American partner

to strengthen its global coverage. Originally, in 1993 the French and Germans had started talks

with ATBcT, to become their US partner in global networking, but after strong pressure from

the Commission, Siemens and Alcatel, DBP and France Télécom dropped the plan. The

Commission, concerned about establishing and securing fair competition in European

telecommunications, feared that the Franco-German-American collaboration in network

provision (between the numbers 1, 3 and 5 on the world market) would clearly go against the

Treaty's articles on abuse of dominant market position and cartel-like practices. Siemens artd

Alcatel opposed the deal, because of their concerns about losing their privileged position as

court suppliers from DBP and Alcatel respectively, to their major competitor in equipment

manufacturing.
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Such a future Franco-German telecommunications configuration, centred around DBP and

France Télécom, supported by their court suppliers Alcatel and Siemens, and possibly with their

partner in international services provision Infonet (in which both France Télécom and DBP have

a substantial interest), could be regarded as Europe's final response to the highly vertically

integrated ATBcT. However, such a potential European Telephone 8t Telegraph company would

be structurally weak, because of its strong monopolistic and protectionist tradition. Such an

integrated ETBcT will be a crossnational consolidation of two-quasi-vertically integrated

monopolies. Unlike its American counterpart ATBcT, a future ETáT is far from a global

player, lacking a worldwide commercial strategy and major partners outside Europe (i.e. Pacific

Rim and the USA). The Franco-German companies are almost completely confined to the

European market, without any substantial shares in the remaining key markets of the Triad. At

this moment the French and German PTTs are possibly too bureaucratic, lacking a commercial

and international orientation, and not yet quite adapted to the new market conditions. Their

court suppliers Alcatel and Siemens are simply too dependent upon their home market

(dominating it by 80-90 per cent). The joining of Franco-German forces seems to be inspired

to protect the yet unchallenged position of France Télécom, DBP, Alcatel and Siemens at the

national level and to protect their solid position in the European market. Whether the

Commission will accept such a future European ETBcT-conglomerate remains to be seen. Its

Directorate General III might possibly -more or less explicitly- support the initiative, appealing

to Europe's effective collaborative strategy in aircraft manufacturing and drawing a parallel with

the Airbus family of national producers and the European ETBtT family, under Franco-German

partnership. For DG III this case of large-scale and crossnational integration would imply clear

anti-competitive practices and would go against any EC competition rules.

9 Concluding Remarks

The governance structure of the European telecommunications industry has changed from a

quasi-vertically integrated regime centred around the national PTT monopoly, to a less

protectionist and integrated regime, characterised by innovation, competition and mar-lcet

regulation. Nowadays, the telecommunications polity, comprising both established parties and

new entrants, seems to have a more open and pluralist character, structured by a myriad of

unilateral, multilateral and bilateral arrangements between the actors involved. The industry has
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for a long time been stable and well-organised with communications technology being rather

simple and demand patterns being clear. Legislation was centred on the conditions of natural

monopoly and the concomitant notions of interconnectivity and universal services provision.

Policy formation was understood as a national affair, dominated by the rent seeking of the

central government, the PTT, the national electronics champion, labour unions and consumers,

sharing in the network's costs and benefits. The established protectionist approach has been

effectively challenged by the powerful 'outsiders' of the information-services coalition. The

majority of national governments have prepared their domestic telecommunications sector for

competition by liberalising equipment and services, hiving off PTT to the private sector and

given its postal and telecommunications functions more autonomy and making a separation of

operational and regulatory activities. Government attention has focused on opening up exclusive

markets and orchestrating new market conditions.

The contemporary telecommunications industry has really developed into a'high tech' sector

with a fast growing demand for specialised high-capacity business services at low costs.

Technological innovations and the consequent erosion of the boundaries between

telecommunications, computing, and broadcasting have threatened the vested interests of the

established players in those particular domains, but these techno-economic changes offer

opportunities to diversify and to penetrate each other's markets. As a consequence,

telecommunications has lost its unique and idiosyncratic framework and is more and more

reminiscent of normal business activities, like those in the transport and financial services

industry. While there is still some regulation (entrylexit, licensing, pricing, universal service

requirements etc.), European telecommunications policy is becoming increasingly subject to

general anti-trust provisions. The general trend in the IT industry illuminates a development

towards an expansion of the business activities of telecommunications companies, cable and

cellular operators, computing firms and the services industry towards integrated multi-media

conglomerates andlor interfirm networks operating on a worldwide scale, comprising partners

from the Triad (iJSA, Japan and Europe).

The European telecommunications business was severely handicapped in competing with-the

USA and Japan. The EC framework was based on self-contained small markets dominated by

the national governments without any sufficient forms of coordination and integration. The

prevailing mercantilist policy mix, based on public procurement policies, idiosyncratic standards
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setting and favouritism towards the national electronics champions, hampered European

operators and manufacturers in their corporate development and prevented the shaping of the

Common Market. When the USA, UK and Japan were deregulating their telecommunications

sector in the early 1980s, the European market was still highly fragmented and protected:

prevailing national interests and consequently different rules and standards prevented

manufacturers, new service providers and business users from using the entire Community as

a base. These structural conditions put the EC telecommunications industry in a disadvantageous

position vis-a-vis the USA and Japan, that had a large integrated home market generating

economies of scale, at their disposal. In the mid-1980s, national and EC-level policy makers and

stakeholders became aware of the fact that telecommunications would play a crucial role in the

emerging European market: not only because of the direct contribution of telecommunications

to the national economy, but also because of its function as a vehicle for strengthening Europe's

overall technological and industrial capabilities. As a consequence of the gradual retreat of the

central government in most of Europe's national economies and the gradual transfer of powers

to the EC-level, the Commission became actively involved in the redefinition of the role of the

PTT administration, governmental agencies, and other stakeholders in the European

telecommunications industry.

From the mid-1980s onwards, European telecommunications moved away from policies

favouring state intervention to the inside and protectionism to the outside world, to a(more)

deregulated business environment, by introducing entry and competition in the new tele-services

and equipment market. There seemed to be EC-wide agreement about the intention to transfer

discretion from the national to the EC-level of decision making. However, reaching agreements

about the pace and timing of effectively liberalising European telecommunications, was -and still

is- more diffcult. The actual implementation of such a Single Market for that particular sector,

was subjected to a complex policy process, in which European, national, public and private

interests had to be integrated. The application of EC rulings on market liberalisation into

national legislation is cumbersome and complicated, subject to the vagaries of established

interests and institutional peculiarities.

In developing a common telecommunications policy the Commission had to find a balance

between 'public service and private benefits'. On the one hand, the Commission tried to secure

the collective good character of European telecoms by promoting issues, like interconnection,
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universal service, and the promotion of paneuropean networks and services. On the other hand,

it encouraged market efficiency and flexibility by the introduction of deregulation measures and

applying the EC-competition rules. The Commission was also concerned about the effect of its

progressive liberalisation policy upon the financial viability by protecting the PTT's core

monopoly on voice telephony and network provision. Regarding the effective adjustment of the

telecommunications companies to the new market conditions, the Commission had to rely upon

collaboration from the national governments to restructure their former PTT administration and

the strategic objectives set by the 'new' public operators and their former court suppliers.

Instead of developing a clearly focused strategy, the internationalisation process in

telecommunications seems to be characterised by a trial-and-error-strategy (the mistakes of BT-

Mitel and IBM-SBSIRo]mIMCI, for instance) and a follow-your customer approach (Grandstand

8z Johansson 1993). Both operators and producers have sought market expansion by entering

foreign markets, targeting the major international businesses as their major concern and

penetrating and developing new made-to-measure applications for their leading edge customers.

Traditionally, Europe always had its diversity of cultures (French literature, German

philosophy, Italian design, English popular culture etc.), in which each nation state defined its

unique position in the world. However, whether divergence in European telecommunications

is a competitive advantage in a globalising industry, remains to be seen. This statement might

be discouraging for the Eurocrats in Brussels in their ambitious search towards regional

integration, but public and private stakeholders in domestic telecommunications prefer to

develop their own particular response. Under political leadership of the Commission, a

(partially) liberated telecommunications market has been established. The Commission has been

actively involved in shaping the agenda, mobilising stakeholders, offering solutions, building

up consensus and arbitrating in disputes to further advance the mid-term objective of a Single

European Telecommunications market. The deregulatory process in the EC was implemented

only gradually to safeguard the interests of the established parties, notably the PTT and

residential users, as well as to advance the interests of newcomers (service providers, private

operators). Although European telecoms is losing its monopolistic and monopsonistic market

characteristics, it is not (yet) a fully developed market. There are still some highly controversial

elements in today's EC-discussions, like the degree and timing of privatising the national

operator and liberalising the market for basic services, the objective of universal service and the

related principle of cross-subsidisation, the degree and appropriate level of regulation, the
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strategic role of the domestic telecommunications companies etc. After having established the

relatively easy task of liberalising the peripheral equipment and enhanced services market, the

Commission now faces the difficult task of restructuring the core public monopoly of the

European PTTs. The Commission will have severe difficulties in matching the Community's

internal interests (promoting EC-wide competition, protecting the viability of national operators

and the European electronics industry and stimulating collaboration in crossnational RBcD) and

the extracommunity or global interests of European businesses (facilitating free trade, market

access and reciprocity)(cf. Van Tulder ác Junne 1988).

Although lip service is played to the promotion of the internal market and the supportive

measures of the Commission for high technology industries are gratefully acknowledged,

national actors develop their own strategy in the light of the new technological, commercial and

international challenges and their domestic capabilities, that sometimes are in line with EC

objectives and sometimes go against them. For example, the British government promotes its

carriers to operate on a global scale, serving the international interests of its banking and

services industry. The French Government seems to build up an autonomous industrial and

technological base in the information and telecommunications sector by gradually expanding

from France to the neighbouring countries in Western Europe. The German Government seems

to be more concerned about the integration of former East Germany into the Federal Republic

and cover Eastern Europe. If the French and Germans succeed in bringing their ventures in

network provision together, as they have already done in network provision through Eunetcom,

and (potentially) in equipment supply, a European equivalent of the vertically integrated ATBzT

might be the final result. The governments of the smaller and medium-sized countries in

Western Europe seem to advance integration-with-equals to have the economies of scale

required for matching their French, German and British counterparts. Although this 'small

nations' strategy did not work in merging their national airlines companies (the Alcazar-project

of 1993), the Dutch, Swiss, Swedish (and Spanish) PTTs succeeded in merging their

international activities together in Unisource. Unlike the French and Germans making Europe

as their economic stronghold, the smaller European nations actively searched for major non-

European partners, that would add more in terms of market access, technologylexpertise,

standardisation of facilities than teaming up with bigger European partners. To ensure

economies of scale and global coverage, Unisource, therefore, established strategic partnerships

with SITA, the international airlines information system and ATBcT. All these diverging
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developments seriously reduce the manoeuvrability of the Commission in effectively governing

European telecommunications. Eventually the European Community might be squeezed between

national strategies and global reach.
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Appendices:

: Top 15 Inumauonel Teluommunicetions Camenr (Communication~ Week ]nurnetionel. 20 September 1993)'

Radc Curier Revenuc inurmtional
communicauons 1992 (Sm)

Total Revenue
1992 ( Sm)

Speculisetion (u 9G
of lutal rcveaue)

Corponu Stanu

1 ATdcT (USA) 6,162 39.580 16 privau

2 DBP Telekom (G) 5,123 34.578 15 10096 auu owned

3 Fnmce Teluom (F) 3,907 23.164 17 100!6 stau owned

4 BT (LJK) 3.282 23.547 14 privsu

S Ceble dc Wireleea (UK) 2.666 5,607 48 privau

6 KDD (n 1.930 1.930 100 private

7 PTT Teluom (NL) 1,538 5,964 26 10096 Nau owned

B Telmex (Mex) 1,408 6.636 21 privau

9 MCI (USA) 1.370 10.562 13 privau

10 Telcfonica(FS) 1.319 11,279 12 689E privau, 32`.ó auu

11 Telstn ( Auatrelie) 1.273 8.899 14 ]00`,F stau owned

12 Swiea PTT (Sw) l.246 6,012 21 1009E etau owned

13 Stentor(C) 1,076 11.936 9 90~ priveu. 1096 atau

14 Telia (Swe) 954 6,014 16 10096 euu owned

15 Teleglobe (C) 900 1,045 86 priveu

D

Manuhcturer Revenuea

1992 (Sm)
Spuialisation (as `b
of total rcvenuea)

Main Communications Facilitiee

1 Alcaul ( F) 15.558 75 public, privau network sysume

2 Siemem (G)' 11.877 24 public, privau network syeume

3 ATBeT NS) ]0,809 17 public, privau networic syeuma

4 Motorole (US) 8,374 64 mobile, datacommunicetione producte

5 Northem Teleeom (C) 8.029 95 public, privau networic rysume

6 Eriaeon (Swe) 7,693 95 public, privau, mobile networic sysume

7 NEC (n 7.591 27 public, privau networic ryetetne

8 IBM (US) 5.300 8 compuur nctworkins producu and ryetema

9 Fujitsu (n 3.738 14 public, privau nUwork rysteme

10 Boscó ( G) 2,692 12 public, privau mobile productn

'T1te ranking ofnetwork opentors would be slightly different when measured in terms ofoverall revenues (~nc. both domestic and

inurnational ulecommunications). Companies like NTT (n 43,174; GTE (USA) 19,621; SIP (n 16,402; and the Regional Bell

Companies (BellSouth, Nynex, Bel! Atlantic, Ameritech, Pacific Telesis, US West, and Southwesurn Bell) would be included in

wch a list (revenues over 1991 in Sm; OECD 1993).
'Iite rcvenues ofGPT, e joint venture of Siemens and GEC (UK) arc not included in these figures.
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Table 3: Lut of inergen aod xquiaitions, joint venwres, licenaing agrument and collaborative ventura in klecommunicatione manufacturing (prwuiooall

Compzny: 198a85 1985-90 199495

CGEICIT- 1981-82: Frwch mtiotnlisatioo of dectronia: 1986)87: tilteover of ITT Europe (~ub~idiaria 1990: acquuitim of TeletualFUT (t);
A.I~kI CGEIClT-Alakl, ITT, Thortuoa, CGCT; in Belgium, France, Norw~y, laly. Germaay. 1992 A1Wkl D'ataoetwwio: colontion

1983: stak-kd coocrntntion: merging Netherland:); with Sprint m dahedwork
klecovu xtivitiu of CGE and Thomaon; mamgemwt;

AT3T 19é: APT-joint vwtute (with Philips NL); 1989: acquieition of 20 R stake m Italkl; 1990: Philipr withdnw from APT;
1983: 25 Rr st~ke io OGvet2i (1) 1989: d'uinvntune m Olivetii 199d: d'uiovnaue from Itahel
19??: acquuition of Amper (Spain) 1989-90: joint vrnturc GTE NSA)

Siemea~ 1986: acquieitioo of GTE-Europe I990: mkewer of Nizdorf
(manufacnuing); 1994: xquuition of Ibltel: SOISO
1989: acquiaitioo of Rolm from IBM: veuture with STET
1989: wbctantial ~take in GPT NK);

NoAhero 1986: purchace of 2a.5 96 of STC, 1993: purchaae of the rcmainder of
Telecom 19??: allular ryskmr vwtun with Motoro{a: STC (UK), whik ~elling in

Mobroh Norkl Communic~tiooa Co. Submarine Syskmr~ubsidiary to
Alcakl
- krmination of Molorola Nortel
Communiotioos Co.

Fujitau uquisition of 80 per cent ~take in ICL 1993: joint vmtune with Hewlett-
compukn NK) Paclord in developing iaklligeat

nCLWOTICd;

1993: acquuitioo of Matn (F~

Eriason 1987: joint t~lteover of CGCT (F) witó Matn 1993: agrameat with Hewlen-
Communi~atione Paclord;
1988: (ull cattrol of Thorn Nl~ 1941: iacroae of ~take in Aacom

(Swi)

Bosch purcèue of Telenorma, 1987: purchase of leumont-Sebneider (F~;

GEGPkasey 1982: xquisitioe of Svomberg Carluoo 1987: creatian of GPT GECIPIeaaey
Te{ecom~ NSA) by Plusey Telecoms;
(UK) 1989: Siemema buvt ~take in GPT;

NEC 1991: NEC 5 per oent atake m Bull

STEf11R1 joint veaturc with ATBT (AT3T acquira ~ 83 S6 ~rake in Finaiel ( wftware

(Italkl) ~hare) servica provider)

IBM - SBS-veowre (Saullik Businm Sy~km); Intera (joint veoture witl~ IBM)
- minority aharc m MCI (long-d'utance
openior):
- acqvieition of Rolm ( manutacwring);
- 20 96 participation of Inkl
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Table 4: lia[ of inergen ard acquisitiom, licensing agreemenu end collebonuve venturaa in lelecommunicatione services provuion (provisiocul)

European Europe Amcrice Far East

Carricr:

Britieh Belgacom

Telccom

Frwce Frwce (Radiocom 2000), Eunctcom Telecom Argentina. Tclmex, Sprint NS) ? mvolvement in Viemsm

Telecom óe Eucom (DBP T), Poland Cellular

Tekfoniw: aligtunent with Unisource (NL. Puerto Rico, Peru (CPT, EhTeq, Telefooos
Swe. Sw) de Venezuele, Telefonica de Argenwu aod

Chilc (ENTeI. Compmia de Tekfonoe dc
Chilc)

Cable á Mercury (iTK). Tele2~Sweden, Bell Canads Enterpriaes (Stentor, Northern HKT (Hong Kong). Optus

Wirelw Mobilfunk (Gemumy) Telecom), ]amaica (Auatnlia), IDC át Fa'uway

(]spen);

Uniwura (NL, Telefonica (Spain) ATBcT, SITA BECIBBcB (Indoneais),

Swi. Swe) (SITA)

Deutsche Euncuom~Eucom (with Fnnce US Sprint (?)

Bundeapoet Telecom), uveral venturu in

Telekom Fiatem Europe

Tabk S: Top 10 Intcrwtionnl Value-Added Network Servicc Providcre (Communicstiona Week Internetional, 20 Septembcr 1993):

Ranking Compsny Int VANS Revenue 1992 (Sm) Total VANS Revwue 1992
(Sm)

Parcnt Compmy

1 Infonet 190 240 Camer cooeortium

2 GE Infortnation Servicea 150 580 Geoeral Electric (LISA)

3 BT GNS 96 480 BT (Ui~

4 SITA 90 598 Airline consortium

S SprintNct 60 500 Sprint (L1SA)

6 IBM IN SS 500 IBM (USA)

7 AT6cT 53 325 ATBcT NSA)

8 Trampac 50 833 Frence Telecom (F)

9 CompuServe 28 280 CompuServe (USA)

10 Unisource 20 250 Carrier comortium
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Tabk 6: The Top 10 Computcr Manufachuers in Europe and the w'orkl (CEC (1992). Panorema of EC [nduetry 1991-1992. Brwscle).

Rank Compeny ( in thc workl) Revenue (1989, Sbn) Company in Europc Rcveaue 1991 (mECL)

1 IBM (LJSA) 57,300 IBt1 (USA) 19,348

2 Digital Equipment NSA) 12,900 Siemene- Nixdorf (G) 7,278

3 Fujiuu (n 12,300 Digital Fquipmcnt (USA) 4,4t59

4 NEC (n 11,500 Olivetti (n 4,104

5 Unisys NSA) 9,300 Bull (F) 3,703

6 Hitacbi (n 9,300 Hewlen Packsrd (USA) 2,624

7 Hewlen Packard (USA) 8,200 Unisye (l1SA) 2,476

8 Bull (F) 6,500 STCIICL-Fujiuu (UK-n 1,970

9 Apple Computer (USA) 5,400 Philipe (t~L) 1,868

10 NCR NSA, acquíred by ATBcT) 5.200 NCR (USA; acquired by ATBcT) 1,547

Table 7: Global Top 10 Servicee aod Software Compeniee (1991) (Detamation 15 ]une 1992)

Servicea Softu~are

Ranking Compmy Revenue

Sm

Market
share (9E)

Company Reveaue
(Sm)

Market
aherc (9F)

1 EDS (US) 3,666 11.3 IBM NS) ]0,524 31.5

2 Andcrun Consulting (US) 2,083 t5.4 Fujitsu (n 2,513 7.5

3 IBM NS) 2,018 6.2 Microsoft (US) 2,045 6.1

4 CSC (US) 1,944 6.0 NEC (n 1,761 5.3

5 TRW NS) 1.839 5.7 ComputerAssociatu US) 1,437 4.3

6 ADP (US) 1,810 5.6 Oncle (US) 1.085 3.2

7 Digital (US) 1,570 4.9 Siemen~ Nixdorf (G) 964 2.9

8 Fujitau (n 1,546 4.8 Hitachi (n 959 2.9

9 Cap Gcmini Sogcti 1,492 4.6 Lotus NS) 829 2.5

10 NTT 997 3.1 Digitnl NS) 796 2.4
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Table 8: European Computing Services:

Software and Computing Servicee
Compsniea in Furope

Ownership Revenue 1991 (mECC,~

1 IBhi US 2176

2 Cap Gemini Sogeti CGS F 1271

3 Digital Fquipment US 1072

4 EDS US 887

5 Fineiel 1 836

6 Microaoft US g25

7 Andenrn Comulting US 732

8 Siemens Nixdorf G 633

9 Debia Systcmhaus G 623

10 Seme Group [nc. F 588

Source: GentJc 8c Howelle 1993

Table 9: Clustering of Telecommunicatiom. Servicea 8c Computing Companiea

Configuntion, Family Geognphicel coverage Scope of activitie~

Unisource (NUSweISw~, SITA, Telcfonica, Europe, South Americe virtual privste networlc aervicea,

Ericseon, ATdeT (?) out~ourcing, private linea,

Eunelcom (France TElécom ~ DBP Ettropc to be determined (both aervice proviaion

Telekom), Siemens, Alwtcl, (SPrint?, and supply of awitchiog equipment

Infonet ?)

ATBcTIWorldaource: ATBcT, KDD, North-America, Far Eaat virtuel privatc networlcs, privatc lioee

Singapote Telecom; (Europe ?) outaourcing;

- NCR (computing)
-Korea Telecom, Tclstn 8c Unitel aseociated
(Unieource ?)

British Tekcom, MCI (Belgacom ?) Europc, North America virtusl private networks, private linee,
outaourcing

Cable 6c W'veleas, BcU Cansda Holding Europc, Far East. North virpul networit aervicee

(StenWr, Northern Telecom), Mercury, America
Hong Kong Telccotnmuniatiom. Motorola,
IDC (jspen), Digital Fquipmrnt (computing)

InfooU Servicea (Bclgacom, KDD, Frmce Europe, Far Emt virptal daunetworlu, outsourcing,

Tekcom, PTT Tekcom NI., Singaporc managed private linea

Tekcom, Swedish Tclecom, Swise PTT,
Tekfooica, Tebtn (Aus), DBP Telekom)

(SP~t ?)

SITA (tirlion' coopentive, now linked up worldwido covengc mternatiooal datacommuniatiooa, valu~

with Uniaource) addod network aervice
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